
E
arly educators have the critical task of preparing young children 
from diverse backgrounds to start school with strong foundations 
in language and literacy. At the same time, young children need

instruction that is appealing and developmentally appropriate. To address
these concerns, this book provides simple—but effective—adjustments you
can make while engaging children with storybooks. Within the comfortable
context of shared storybook reading, you can help children develop the
skills they will need for success in the academic world of first grade and
beyond.

Authors Laura M. Justice and Khara L. Pence, with Angela R. Beckman, 
Lori E. Skibbe, and Alice K. Wiggins, present interactive reading techniques
and activities that focus on six key aspects of early childhood language and
literacy: print knowledge, word knowledge, phonological knowledge,
alphabet knowledge, narrative knowledge, and world knowledge.

Sample adult–child storybook interactions illustrate the developmental
objectives, and an appendix lists multiple applications for each storybook to
help you maximize shared reading time. In addition, chapters include
reproducible Tips for Parents that align with your instruction and support
children’s literacy and language development in the home environment. 

Preschool and kindergarten teachers, speech-language pathologists,
literacy coaches, and other early childhood professionals can use interactive
storybook reading to promote the language and literacy development of all
young children; however, the strategies in this book are especially applicable
for children experiencing environmental or developmental challenges.
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P R E F A C E

TT
his book is an essential guide for those many individuals who serve as chil-
dren’s first teachers and who understand, as we do, that interactive book
reading is an important context for helping children learn and develop.
The activities and approaches we present are applicable to children from

toddlerhood through first grade and also may be used to support the reading devel-
opment of children who are in the early elementary grades and for whom reading is
not arriving easily. The topics in this book are particularly relevant to professionals
who work with children—reading specialists, literacy coaches, early interventionists,
early childhood special educators, speech-language pathologists, school administra-
tors, preschool teachers, primary educators, day-care providers, nannies, pediatri-
cians, child psychologists, and social workers—and, of course, parents.

Rationale for This Book
We prepared this book to provide evidence-based suggestions for enhancing the
language and literacy achievements of children from toddlerhood through the early
elementary grades. We focus specifically on the context of shared storybook read-
ing and how adults may capitalize on this interactive context to accelerate language
and literacy learning for young children. Although we believe that all educators and
the children with whom they work will benefit from the approaches described in
this book, we believe these approaches will be particularly beneficial for children
whose developmental trajectory is being steered off a healthy pathway due to envi-
ronmental and developmental challenges such as poverty and disability. These chil-
dren, more so than any others, are likely to struggle with reading across the
elementary grades. As has been well documented in the research literature, once chil-
dren start to struggle with reading, the odds are such that they will likely always
struggle and that the gap between those who struggle and those who do not will
widen gradually over time (Juel, 1988; K.E. Stanovich, 2000).

The prevalence of risk factors among U.S. schoolchildren affects many educa-
tors. Even those educators who work with toddlers and preschoolers see clear evi-
dence of differences in the knowledge bases of those pupils who come from
advantaged homes and those who do not. These educators must help these very
young children enter kindergarten ready to learn and enabled to succeed in this in-
creasingly academic context, which differs fundamentally from previous caregiving
contexts at home and in the community. In turn, kindergarten educators must work
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to prepare all children to enter first grade, a significant challenge given that the ma-
jority of kindergarten teachers report that many of their students have serious prob-
lems transitioning to the academic milieu (Rimm-Kaufman, Pianta, & Cox, 2000).
Indeed, the prevalence of risk factors among U.S. schoolchildren is astounding, and
the impact of these risks on their achievements is significant. Large-scale national sur-
veys show that almost half of U.S. kindergarten students experience at least one fam-
ily risk factor upon their transition to school. Prevalent risk factors include being
reared in poverty, residing in a single-parent household, having a parent with low ed-
ucational attainment, and having a parent who speaks a language other than English
(Rimm-Kaufman et al., 2000). As the number of risk factors experienced by a child in-
creases, reading achievement decreases, with estimates from the U.S. Department
of Education indicating that students’ reading scores drop about 4 standard score
points on standardized assessments of reading achievement for each familial risk fac-
tor present in a child’s life (Rathbun & West, 2004). Within the current climate, which
emphasizes not only accountability but also the arrival of “evidence-based progress to
education” (P.J. Stanovich & Stanovich, 2003), preschool, kindergarten, and first-
grade teachers are expected to meet students’ literacy needs and equalize differ-
ences among students who enter school from remarkably diverse ethnic, linguistic,
racial, and economic backgrounds. The political push for earlier and more intensive
literacy interventions is driven in large part by national data showing that more than
one third of U.S. fourth graders do not read proficiently (Johnson, 2004).

Our interest in preparing this book is to help all children build strong early foun-
dations in language and literacy by providing educators with concrete approaches de-
rived from the current research literature. These approaches not only will be
beneficial to children whose language and literacy development is proceeding typical-
ly but also will make differences for those children who struggle due to environ-
mental or developmental challenges. We capitalize upon the singularly important
early childhood activity of adult–child storybook reading, which both research and
practice show can be used to systematically build children’s knowledge of language,
literacy, and the world around them. The interactions between adults and children
that occur within the storybook reading context take children from the here and now
into a world that is metalinguistic, abstract, and imaginative. Through books, children
learn words that are uncommonly experienced in their everyday lives, such as sprouts,
seahorses, and saucers. Through books, children experience the abstraction of the al-
phabet letters and the sounds the letters represent repeatedly and under the guidance
of a skilled adult. Through books, children are exposed to concepts that are abstract
and difficult to talk about, such as emotions and thoughts. When engaged with sto-
rybooks in interactive routines by a sensitive adult, children develop the complex of
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readiness skills that will allow them to successfully navigate the academic rigors of
learning to read in first grade and beyond.

Just reading books with children is certainly beneficial. However, research of the
last decade has shown unequivocally that storybook reading interactions between
children and adults can be manipulated to maximize children’s gains from this impor-
tant activity (e.g., Crain-Thoreson & Dale, 1999; Justice & Ezell, 2000; Wasik & Bond,
2001; Whitehurst et al., 1994). For instance, adults can point to print and track the
print when they read to help develop children’s interest in print and awareness of
print forms and functions (Justice & Ezell, 2002). Likewise, adults can pause during
reading sessions when they encounter unfamiliar words to define and talk about
those words; this strategy builds children’s vocabulary knowledge (Penno, Wilkinson,
& Moore, 2002). Accumulating research literature shows that simply reading books
with children is not as effective as embedding particular types of strategies or inter-
active behaviors into reading to systematically build children’s skills in specific areas.
While ensuring that all children are read to on a daily basis is an important goal for
those who work with children and their families, the types of reading experiences in
which children are engaged also must be of the highest quality and explicitly organ-
ized to promote those skills and concepts that children need to develop.

The ideas presented in this book are firmly grounded in our work as researchers
in the Preschool Language and Literacy Lab at the University of Virginia. In our lab, we
work with hundreds of young children each year as well as those individuals who
are so important in their lives: preschool teachers, speech-language pathologists, lit-
eracy coaches, school administrators, and parents, among others. Our research focus-
es on identifying specific ways to advance children’s early development, particularly
in literacy and language. We are predominantly interested in strategies that respect
the importance of children’s social interactions with educators in their lives and that
may have broad and long-lasting developmental consequences. We appreciate that
there are subtle adjustments that adults can make when interacting with children
that can have profound and positive consequences for children’s development. For in-
stance, by asking children fewer direct questions and by using more comments, adults
can appreciably increase the amount of language children produce, which in turn
helps build children’s vocabulary and grammar skills. This book is grounded in this
premise precisely, which is that adults can make minor adjustments when sharing
books with children to have long-lasting positive developmental impacts.

The authors are a multidisciplinary team of individuals with backgrounds in de-
velopmental psychology, special education, early childhood education, reading edu-
cation, speech-language pathology, computer science, and other fields. Laura Justice
has been trained in education, English literature, and speech-language pathology and
contributed expertise in evidence-based approaches to supporting early literacy 
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development, particularly for at-risk learners. Khara Pence has been trained in educa-
tion (cognition, development, and instruction) and contributed expertise in language
acquisition and classroom processes that support children’s language achievements.
Angela Beckman has been trained in speech-language pathology and contributed
expertise in language intervention for at-risk preschoolers and approaches to lan-
guage facilitation. Lori Skibbe has been trained in developmental psychology and con-
tributed expertise in parent–child interactions and scaffolding children’s task
performance. Alice Wiggins has been trained in computer science and elementary
education and contributed expertise in supporting children’s earliest accomplish-
ments through dramatic play and other meaningful interactive experiences. We share
a common interest in understanding early language and literacy development—
including the problems children face that may prevent them from realizing their full
potential. Thus, this book will be useful to many individuals as it infuses substantive
knowledge and concepts from a variety of fields.

Organization of This Book
We have designed this book to be a practical resource for educators. Chapter 1 dis-
cusses major achievements in early language and literacy development and how in-
teractive reading can support these achievements. After that introduction, each
chapter focuses on one specific aspect of early childhood language and literacy that
research shows can be facilitated through interactive reading: print knowledge, word
knowledge, phonological knowledge, alphabet knowledge, narrative knowledge,
and world knowledge. These six areas were selected because each has been linked
empirically to early and later reading, social–behavioral, and more general academic
achievement. By building early competencies and interests in these areas, educators
who work with young children can play an important role in preparing children for
later academic challenges and facilitating their transitions to more advanced levels
of learning.

In each chapter, we present a list of objectives that are appropriate for children
ranging in age from toddlerhood through early school age. These are not age-based
objectives but rather are developmentally organized objectives that will pave the
way to more advanced levels of learning. We demonstrate ways to approach these
learning objectives through examples of adult–child storybook reading interactions
in which adults and children work together to build children’s knowledge and skills in
the context of sensitive, developmentally appropriate scaffolding. Scaffolding is the
term we use to describe the type and amount of assistance adults provide to chil-
dren to support their learning. Adult scaffolding of children’s learning is, in this
book, delivered within the appealing and comfortable context of the storybook
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reading interaction. We believe that this context, because it is comfortable and famil-
iar to children—becoming more so over time—provides a supportive framework in
which adults can teach and children can learn.

In chapter 2, Angela Beckman presents approaches and ideas for helping chil-
dren develop print knowledge. Print knowledge is an important aspect of preschool
and kindergarten literacy development, and it describes children’s knowledge about
and interest in the orthography of their written language. During the first six years of
life, children begin to view written language as an object worthy of their attention
and gradually come to understand how written language is organized, the names of
various print units (e.g., letters, words), and the way in which print is used to convey
meaning. Children acquire much of this information incidentally as they interact with
print in their homes and communities. Interactions with storybooks are a particu-
larly useful venue for adults to reveal the mysteries and idiosyncrasies of print to
young children.

In chapter 3, we discuss ways to develop children’s word knowledge, or vocab-
ulary. A child’s vocabulary knowledge during the first six years of life is predictive of
later reading comprehension abilities; thus, we want to maximize children’s achieve-
ments in vocabulary during their first six years and give them the tools for precisely
representing their world and thoughts through words. As most adults who interact
regularly with children know, young children are quite skilled at learning new words
with even one exposure to the word. The pace of early vocabulary development sets
the stage for the child’s ongoing language and literacy learning over the academic
years (Beck, McKeown, & Kucan, 2002). Children who have a large vocabulary are
better able to acquire new words during reading and formal instruction, possibly
because they do not have to devote resources to learning those words that they al-
ready know or understand (Robbins & Ehri, 1994; Senechal, Thomas, & Monker,
1995). Therefore, early childhood is a time in which children require many experi-
ences with words, and books provide children a ready and accessible world of words
that infrequently occur in their homes and classrooms.

In chapter 4, Lori Skibbe presents approaches to using storybooks to foster
children’s phonological knowledge, specifically their phonological awareness.
Phonological awareness describes children’s sensitivities to the sound structure of oral
language. Preschool and kindergarten are a critically important time for helping
children develop these sensitivities and for ensuring that children arrive at formal
reading instruction in first grade with a well-developed awareness of phonological
segments. Major achievements prior to first grade include, for instance, being sensi-
tive to rhyme and alliteration. Researchers have shown that children who have
phonological awareness are better able to profit from reading instruction, as this re-
quires a threshold of phonological sensitivity. Children who begin reading instruction
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with well-developed phonological awareness learn more quickly and easily compared
to children who do not have these sensitivities (Anthony, Lonigan, Driscoll, Phillips,
& Burgess, 2003; Storch & Whitehurst, 2002).

In chapter 5, we describe objectives and approaches to supporting children’s al-
phabet knowledge. Alphabet knowledge is, by some accounts, the single best predictor
of elementary-grade achievement in word recognition (Adams, 1990). During the pre-
school years, educators should help children to develop fluent, skilled recognition of
the alphabet letters so that later reading instruction can build on this achievement.
Learning about the alphabet need not be a tedious chore of early childhood. If adults
show children that they view the alphabet as an object of interest that warrants their
attention, children will likely develop a similar affinity. Storybook reading interac-
tions between children and adults are an exemplary context for discussions about the
alphabet: how it works, why it is important, and what the various symbols stand for.

In chapter 6, we discuss approaches to supporting children’s early achievements
in narrative knowledge. Narrative is a multidimensional language skill that has its roots
in early childhood. Narrative is a type of discourse in which an individual shares a real
or fictional event through spoken or written language. In childhood, adolescence,
and adulthood, much of our conversation features narrative as we relay personal ex-
periences, give instructions, reason about future activities, and the like. Narrative is a
particularly demanding language skill because it requires the speaker to integrate care-
ful attention to syntax, vocabulary and word selection, and the needs of the speaker.
We selected narrative as a key language goal because narrative competence draws
together children’s linguistic resources across syntax, vocabulary, and pragmatics,
and it is academically and socially relevant. By helping children develop narrative skills,
educators are in fact helping children develop a large set of linguistic skills.

In the final chapter, chapter 7, Alice Wiggins describes approaches to supporting
children’s world knowledge. World knowledge intersects a variety of important de-
velopmental domains, including literacy, language, and cognition. Children’s early ex-
periences provide them with a map of the world and give them labels to represent
this world. Storybooks are a critical source for furthering children’s early world
knowledge because they provide children with access to a world that exists beyond
the here and now. They introduce children to ideas, concepts, people, and places
that may not be available to them in their homes, communities, and schools. This fi-
nal chapter provides specific resources to guide early educators in opening up a world
of knowledge to children through storybooks.

The appendix contains a table listing of all the storybooks we have used in the
chapter activities and provides suggestions for the kinds of concepts we believe each
storybook best illustrates. Adults can use the appendix to plan reading sessions with
children that use the same storybook to address multiple concepts.
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This book provides a practical resource for those many professionals who work
with young children from toddlerhood into the early elementary grades. We have
drawn from the current research evidence on approaches that support language
and literacy achievements in young children to provide a readily usable and practical
guide for professionals that can directly inform practices in classrooms, clinics, and
homes. The techniques, strategies, and activities presented throughout this book are
derived from the basic premise that making simple adjustments to the way we read
with children can result in positive and potentially long-lasting influences on chil-
dren’s language and literacy skills. Chapter 1 provides a more in-depth description
of interactive book reading and children’s key accomplishments in language and liter-
acy from toddlerhood into the early elementary grades.
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C H A P T E R  1

Building Language and Literacy
Through Interactive Book Reading

II
nteractive book reading describes shared book reading interactions between
adults and children that go beyond the traditional routine in which the adult
reads the text while the child listens. During interactive reading, both the child
and adult are active participants in the construction of a dialogue surrounding

the storybook. This dialogue might focus on the story line, such as characters, events,
or settings; experiences the child has had that are similar to those contained in the
book; or specific words, aspects of print, or concepts that are novel to the child. A key
feature of interactive reading is the intentionality of the adult reader, who carefully
structures the interactive reading experience to purposefully “challenge, extend, and
scaffold children’s skills” to propel children forward on their path of learning (Pianta
& La Paro, 2003, p. 28). Drawing upon developmental concepts first articulated by the
Soviet psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1930/1978, 1934/1986), the intentional adult uti-
lizes the interactive reading experience to create dialogues with children that capital-
ize upon what children already know to veer them toward what they do not yet know.

Some skilled adults regularly use an interactive reading approach when reading
with children in the classroom or at home. However, not all children experience in-
teractive reading of sufficient quality and quantity. In fact, both the quality and quan-
tity of children’s book reading experiences vary immensely, according to studies that
have looked closely at reading interactions in children’s homes and in their class-
rooms (e.g., Dickinson & Keebler, 1989; Hammett, van Kleeck, & Huberty, 2003;
McGill-Franzen, Lanford, & Adams, 2002; Sonnenschein & Munsterman, 2002; Yaden,
Smolkin, & Conlon, 1989). Studies of how educators share books with children show
great variability in the extent to which interaction is a salient feature (e.g., McGill-
Franzen et al., 2002), and studies of parents reading with their children at home show
the predominant approach to be one of limited interaction (Hammett et al., 2003).
Some research shows that the way adults share books with children is culturally in-
fluenced (van Kleeck, Stahl, & Bauer, 2003), which makes sense given that the way
individuals interact with one another in general is greatly influenced by cultural values,
beliefs, and preferences. With this in mind, we argue the importance of providing all
children with frequent and high-quality interactive reading opportunities but also
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respect the individual preferences and approaches of educators and parents, recogniz-
ing that various approaches may have complementary benefits to children. Children
can experience interactive reading in addition to other types of reading experiences,
which together may build their developing competencies in complementary ways.

Interactive Book Reading, Risk, and Resilience
By naming Public Law 107-110 the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 (NCLB, 2002)
policymakers explicitly noted that disproportionate numbers of children are indeed
being left behind in U.S. schools, notably in the area of reading specifically and liter-
acy more generally. This condition is mainly true for children who are poor, who are
of minority ethnic or racial backgrounds, who speak English as a second language,
or who have disabilities (Johnson, 2004), although nearly one fifth of children with
no evident disadvantages also face challenges in achieving literacy. As an example,
consider that 43% of U.S. fourth graders qualifying for free or reduced lunch do not
read proficiently, compared to 18% of those students who do not qualify for this
program. Consider also that 46% of African American fourth graders and 44% of
Hispanic fourth graders do not achieve even a basic level of reading competence
(Johnson, 2004). Clearly, statistics such as these point out a problem of epidemic pro-
portions that affects the economic and social prosperity of the United States. As ed-
ucators, we recognize that solutions to reading challenges must begin early in a child’s
life before difficulties are permitted to emerge. Once a reading delay manifests for a
particular child in elementary school, the odds suggest that a return to healthy
progress is unlikely (Francis, Shaywitz, Stuebing, Shaywitz, & Fletcher, 1996).
Accordingly, experts advocate the need to “catch children before they fall” by allocating
resources toward prevention of reading problems (Torgesen, 1998).

It is our contention (and that of many others) that the academic and social
risks experienced by economically disadvantaged students in the area of reading be-
gin well prior to entering elementary school and that preventive interventions must
be directed early in children’s lives to promote resilience and reduce risk for aca-
demic problems in the elementary grades. One of the better documented risk factors
for later academic difficulties relates to early language and literacy development:
Children reared in poverty exhibit underdeveloped skills in print knowledge, word
knowledge and vocabulary, phonological awareness, alphabet knowledge, and narra-
tive skills compared to children reared in more advantaged circumstances (e.g.,
Bowey, 1995; Chaney, 1994; Hoff-Ginsberg, 1998; Justice & Ezell, 2001; Lonigan et al.,
1999). Underdeveloped skills in language and literacy during early childhood may
contribute to later difficulties with higher level application of these skills to academ-
ic language and literacy tasks, such as word decoding and reading comprehension,
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and also have been linked to short- and long-term problems with social–relational
skills (e.g., Catts, Fey, Tomblin, & Zhang, 2002; Fujiki, Brinton, & Clarke, 2002). At the
same time, these early disadvantages impede children’s successful adjustment to the
academic rigors of the kindergarten and first-grade learning environments, which are
often qualitatively different than previous caregiving milieus and which present a
unique set of challenges to at-risk children (Rimm-Kaufman, Pianta, & Cox, 2000).

As educators and policymakers consider proactive approaches to increasing
the academic success of at-risk students, there is consensus (see Snow, Burns, &
Griffin, 1998) across these constituencies that evidence-based educational interven-
tions must utilize preemptive moves through primary prevention. Contrasted with sec-
ondary prevention (interventions to slow or reverse the course of reading problems
once they emerge in first grade and beyond) and tertiary prevention (interventions
to support one’s ability to compensate for a reading problem that is serious and per-
sistent), primary prevention focuses on preventing reading difficulties from emerg-
ing in the first place, thereby reducing the need for more intensive, expensive, and
time-consuming secondary and tertiary preventions (Kauffman, 1999). Presumably,
an effective primary prevention will ease children’s transition to the rigors of academ-
ic instruction in kindergarten and first grade and provide the first in a series of accu-
mulating successes in achieving literacy. In short, primary preventions will ensure
children’s readiness to succeed as they move through the increasingly challenging rig-
ors of academic instruction.

Readiness for reading instruction is a complex notion, as there are many elements
of development that enable (or disable) young children to successfully profit from be-
ginning reading instruction. Although much attention has been directed in recent
years to phonological awareness as a particularly crucial reading-readiness skill, oth-
er aspects of children’s development are just as important for enabling their early suc-
cess as readers. These include, for instance, children’s vocabulary repertoire, or word
knowledge, and their knowledge of people, places, and events in our world, or world
knowledge. Early educators, including teachers and parents, must help children devel-
op a solid foundation for language, literacy, and knowledge of the world around them.

The readiness concept underscores the importance of promoting children’s ear-
ly learning foundations so that they are able to engage immediately with formal ac-
ademic learning that characterizes first grade and beyond. While the concept of
school readiness often is taken as an emphasis on children’s skills and what they
know, this concept also emphasizes the “goodness of fit” between children and the
contexts in which they learn, and the importance of their sustained engagement in
high-quality interactions with their primary caregivers, including parents and teach-
ers. Our colleague Robert Pianta at the University of Virginia has written that chil-
dren’s readiness emerges after a period of several years when children have engaged
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in sensitive, nurturing, and enjoyable interactions with stable and consistent adults
(Pianta & La Paro, 2003). Through these interactions, children experience regular rou-
tines and rhythms and engage with materials that stimulate and challenge them to
develop mastery of various concepts. This concept of readiness, which emphasizes
not only children’s skill development but also the contexts and interactions within
which children develop these skills, lays the foundation for this book. In this book,
we emphasize adult–child interactive storybook reading as a critical context through
which sensitive and nurturing conversations pave the way for the child’s achievement
of numerous important concepts about language and literacy. In the next sections, we
focus our discussion on summarizing children’s preschool and kindergarten achieve-
ments in language and literacy, describing the role of interactive reading in promot-
ing children’s language and literacy, and discussing essential characteristics of
effective interactive reading.

Preschool and Kindergarten Achievements 
in Language and Literacy

Language and literacy are separate constructs that develop in distinct yet overlapping
and reciprocal ways. In the period of development from birth through about 6 years
of age, children’s language and literacy accomplishments are numerous. This period
contains, in fact, a greater series of developmental achievement in these areas than
any time to come in the child’s future. The next sections provide a general overview of
language accomplishments during the first six years of life; for further detail, see
Berko Gleason (2005), Hoff (2001), and Owens (2005).

Language is characteristically defined as the rule-governed symbol system used
to represent thoughts and ideas. Language is a tool used for spoken, signed, or writ-
ten communication, and it comprises five domains. (1) Phonology is the set of rules
governing the sound system of language, or the specific sounds used by a given lan-
guage to generate syllables and words. Standard American English uses approximate-
ly 40 phonemes, or speech sounds, plus or minus a few depending on the particular
dialect. (2) Syntax is the set of rules governing the organization of sentences, or the
way in which underlying propositions are organized at a structural level (for instance,
the linear organization of the + brown + bear to fill the object slot in a sentence). (3)
Morphology is the set of rules governing the structure of words, such as how suffixes
can be added to words for inflection (e.g., plural, possessive) and how prefixes and
suffixes can be added to words to change meaning (e.g., sleep versus sleepless; preview
versus view). (4) Semantics is the set of rules governing the meaning of words and sen-
tences and includes the receptive and expressive vocabulary of an individual and one’s
ability to efficiently access this vocabulary to precisely and effectively communicate.
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(5) Pragmatics is the set of rules governing the effective use of language for commu-
nicative and social purposes; these rules include, for instance, knowing how much in-
formation to provide a listener, knowing how to organize a story cohesively, and
understanding how to take turns and when to interject.

In the years following birth, children rapidly acquire the rules governing each
of these five domains. In phonology, children develop underlying representations of
all the phonemes of their language by the end of their first year of life and are able to
produce these sounds with precision by about 7 years of age. In syntax, children devel-
op an adult-like syntactic system by about 5 years of age. By this time, children’s sen-
tence structure is fully developed such that children can produce complex and
compound sentences with full subjects and predicates. In morphology, children have
a comprehensive set of inflections by 5 years of age that they can use to inflect words,
including the present-progressive marker (-ing), the plural and possessive markers 
(-s, -’s), past-tense verb markers (-ed), and contracted copula and auxiliary verbs
(you’re, I’m). Children by 5 years of age readily use prefixes and suffixes to manipulate
words and to further develop their vocabulary repertoire. In semantics, children
have a receptive vocabulary of several thousand words by 5 years of age and can read-
ily arrange words into conceptual categories, such as colors, places, and emotions. In
pragmatics, children can engage in extended discourse of four or more turns by the
end of preschool and understand how to use language to serve a variety of purposes:
to reason, to explain, to negate, to hypothesize, to reject, and to comment. For all in-
tents and purposes, by the time children enter first grade, their language system—
including all five of its rule-governed domains—is fully formed and adult-like.
Children continue to refine their linguistic capabilities in the years to come, although
the system is in place and unlikely to develop at the same pace or in the same way as
it did during the previous six years.

Simultaneous to these remarkable achievements in language, children are be-
ginning to make sense of the world of literacy, to include reading and writing. Literacy
is used in this book to describe an individual’s ability to use language as a written
tool for reading and writing, and a key aspect of literacy is being able to read. In this
book, we define reading (R) as the multiplicative product of decoding (D) and lan-
guage comprehension (C), or D � C = R (Gough & Tunmer, 1986), to emphasize the
necessary role of both decoding and comprehension in children’s success at reading.
Seminal models of reading development (e.g., Chall, 1983; Ehri, 1991) describe chil-
dren’s progress as readers as a series of important transitions from emergent litera-
cy (prealphabetic), to beginning reading (decoding), to conventional reading (reading
for meaning). Instruction that follows such models emphasizes the child’s develop-
ment of prealphabetic competencies, followed by decoding ability, to arrive at the
ability to read for meaning, or comprehend. The child’s earliest developments in 
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reading thus involve acquiring decoding prerequisites at the same time as the child
is progressing in the oral language achievements discussed in previous sections
(phonology, syntax, morphology, semantics, and pragmatics).

The alphabetic code is a rule-governed system in which letters of the alphabet
represent the spoken sounds or combinations of sounds of language. For instance,
the letter K represents the /k/ sound, whereas the letter S represents the /s/ sound,
and the letter X (as in tax) represents the combination of the /k/ and /s/ sounds.
Writing and reading both require that an individual unlock the alphabetic code, or
represent the systematic relationships between letters and sounds. Although the way
in which children have been taught to unlock the alphabetic code—as well as the ex-
tent to which this should be emphasized in early reading instruction—has long been
a source of considerable controversy, most scholars recognize that children’s early
reading success is dependent upon their ability to understand and represent the re-
lationships between letters and sounds (e.g., National Institute of Child Health and
Human Development [NICHD], 2000a; Storch & Whitehurst, 2002; Stuart, 1995).

For children to make sense of the relationships between letters and sounds—
which is likely to be an important part of reading instruction in first and second
grades—they must arrive at that instruction with a well-developed sense of print
and of sound. These two areas of early literacy development are referred to, respec-
tively, as written language awareness and phonological awareness, and they represent two
critical dimensions of preschool and kindergarten literacy development.

Written language awareness describes children’s knowledge about how print
works: what it is used for and how it is organized. In the years spanning from birth
through kindergarten, children reared in print-rich homes and communities realize
that print is an object worthy of their attention, that print carries important informa-
tion, that print is arranged in unique and systematic ways, and that print forms have
specific names (Chaney, 1998; Justice & Ezell, 2001; Lonigan, Burgess, Anthony, &
Barker, 1998). We have described these major achievements as comprising print in-
terest, print functions, print conventions, print forms, and print part-to-whole relation-
ships (Justice & Ezell, 2004). Print interest refers to children’s coming to view print as
an object warranting attention as a distinct type of environmental stimulus. We
view the achievement of print interest as an early watershed event in emergent lit-
eracy, on the basis that this provides a vehicle through which children will, on their
own, readily and rapidly accumulate familiarity with print forms and functions.
Print functions refer to children’s awareness that print provides meaning to events and
additional detail beyond other stimuli (e.g., pictures). Print conventions describe chil-
dren’s growing knowledge of the idiosyncratic ways in which print is organized for
various genres. Print forms describe children’s understanding that words, letters, and
other print units have distinct names and are used in specific, organized ways. Print
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part-to-whole relationships describe children’s growing knowledge of the combinato-
rial properties of print units, such as how letters make up words and that words can
be linked to create larger propositions. The most parsimonious model for organizing
children’s achievements in written language awareness is to differentiate between
print knowledge, or the idiosyncrasies of print organization across different discourse
units and texts, and alphabet knowledge, or the names and distinctive features of the 26
alphabet letters. By the end of kindergarten, children with sophisticated knowledge
in these areas are well prepared to make sense of how print and sound work togeth-
er in the alphabetic system.

Phonological awareness describes children’s knowledge about the sound structure
of language, specifically that language is organized phonologically. Phonological
awareness refers to a child’s ability to focus explicitly or implicitly on the sound charac-
teristics of a word or syllable, for instance, that two words share initial consonants (e.g.,
big, bill), that a word has four syllables (e.g., al-li-ga-tor), that two words share a rime
unit (e.g., hat, mat), or that a word has three sounds (e.g., /p/ /I/ /t/). Children grad-
ually develop their sensitivity to the phonological structure of language from birth
through the end of first grade. Early accomplishments in phonological awareness in-
clude recognizing that sentences are made up of words, that words are made up of syl-
lables, and that two words can rhyme. In the later preschool years, children recognize
when two words share sounds in the beginning or final position of words, and typi-
cally in the kindergarten year they are able to blend sounds to make words and seg-
ment words into their constituent sounds. In first grade, children typically become able
to focus more intensely on the phonemic structure of words and syllables and to
think about phonemes as distinct features of language. With this knowledge, chil-
dren are better able to decipher the alphabetic system of written English and to prof-
it from instruction that requires more advanced levels of phonological awareness.

The Role of Interactive Reading in Promoting
Language and Literacy

Young children acquire a significant portion of their language and literacy knowledge
and skills through informal and naturalistic interactions with the adults in their lives.
In comparison, relatively little language and literacy are developed through direct,
didactic instruction. Children are biologically and socially geared toward feasting on
the knowledge and concepts they experience when interacting with others, and
through this incidental feasting, children rapidly and apparently effortlessly develop
an abundance of knowledge about oral and written language.

Adult–child interactive storybook reading, in particular, is viewed by many ex-
perts as one of the most potent and frequent contexts for this incidental language and
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literacy learning of young children (e.g., Bus, 2001; Teale, 1986; Whitehurst &
Lonigan, 1998). Shared book reading is seen as particularly powerful because it is a
context that is meaningful, interesting, and motivating to young children.
Hypothetically, children’s language and literacy are advanced within such interactions
as a function of both adult and child contributions; the adult deliberately encour-
ages and scaffolds the child’s engagement and participation while the child extracts
meaning and constructs knowledge. The adult’s involvement is sensitive to the chang-
ing needs and contributions of the child, whereas the child’s needs and contribu-
tions reflect the adult’s dynamic sensitivities. Repeated engagement in these
bidirectional and dynamic interchanges results in the successful transmission of lan-
guage and literacy knowledge from adult to child.

The activities and approaches used in this book to further children’s early devel-
opment in language and literacy are based on this theoretical perspective, that is, in the
value of early interactive reading for skill development and that the social interaction
between adult and child can be modulated to more effectively promote children’s
learning. Of particular importance to our perspective of early learning is the role of
scaffolding by the intentional adult to assist children’s progressive movement from de-
pendent to independent performance in a particular skill or area of knowledge.

Scaffolding is a metaphoric term that describes the assistance provided by an adult
to a child that moves the child to increasingly independent and higher levels of perform-
ance. An adult question during interactive reading—such as “Why is the boy running?”—
may be a scaffold for one child but not for another. Conversing about the abstract
notion of “why” is far beyond the grasp of a child who is just developing language skills
and speaks in one-word utterances. On the other hand, for a child with slightly more de-
veloped language skills, a conversation focused on why the boy is running may stimu-
late and support linguistic and cognitive developments. Scaffolding is used in tasks
that are whole and complete, not broken down into their smaller task components.
For instance, an adult can support a child to consider the meaning of the word blooming
as it occurs in the context of a fictional storybook. Scaffolding is distinct from shaping,
which is another type of instructional approach used to promote children’s learning.
With shaping, a particular aspect of skill or knowledge is broken down into its smallest
components; the adult teaches the child each component of the task until the child
achieves mastery. Eventually, the child reaches the whole, complex task and can per-
form it successfully because all of its smaller components have been learned and mas-
tered. An adult using shaping might first teach a child the word blooming in a highly
structured task in which the stimulus is just the word itself rather than the word embed-
ded in discourse (e.g., in a fictional storybook). Once the child has come to understand
the word blooming at this level—as a single word removed from context—the adult can
help the child to understand it in phrases, sentences, and discourse. By contrast, with
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scaffolding the adult grounds instruction in whole, complex tasks and manipulates
the support provided to the child to intentionally advance the child’s learning.

Scaffolding and shaping can be combined to maximize learning and teaching.
An adult can identify specific components of a larger task that a child should learn,
or at least be exposed to, and help the child apply these components within a larger
complex task. For instance, an adult might help a child learn about alphabet letters
within a storybook reading session, which shows the application of the knowledge
to the larger act of reading.

Not all adult behaviors or input are scaffolds. For a particular behavior or type
of input to be considered a scaffold, it must enable children to work at a higher level of
performance than they would be able to do on their own (Bruner, 1978; Vygotsky,
1930/1978, 1934/1986). Scaffolding is most effective when it helps children perform
at a level that is much higher than what they can do alone, rather than moving children
incrementally along the path of learning and development. This is an important con-
cept, so we will restate it: The adult uses scaffolding to help children perform at a level
that is much higher than the children can achieve on their own. What this means is that
adults need to be sensitive to what an individual child cannot do and then enable the
child to do it—which, to some, might seem to be developmentally inappropriate. For
instance, if an adult asks a child to write her name, the child might rightfully say, “But
I can’t write!” The adult uses scaffolding, though, to engage the child at a level that is
beyond her own capabilities. Here, the adult can introduce a variety of possible scaf-
folds to promote learning, such as writing the child’s name so she can trace or copy it,
dictating letters so the child can write them, or cupping the child’s hand in her own
to make the letters. Scaffolding is developmentally appropriate if the child is not frus-
trated and if the adult provides the support needed for the child to be successful.

Types of adult behaviors and input that seem particularly useful in engaging
children at high levels of performance and fostering children’s rapid movement
from dependent to independent levels of performance include the following:

• Distancing scaffolds: Distancing scaffolds are used by the adult to gradually reduce
the amount of support given to the child, to relinquish control of the activity, and
to transfer the performance from the social realm to the child’s inner psycho-
logical realm. Distancing scaffolds include commenting on the child’s compe-
tence (e.g., “You are doing this so well!”) and past performance (e.g., “Remember,
you have done this before.”), as well as decreasing physical assistance (e.g., point-
ing) (Diaz, Neal, & Vachio, 1990; Lidz & Pena, 1996; Ukrainetz, 1998).

• Linguistic scaffolds: Linguistic scaffolds are used by the adult to present ad-
vanced models of language and literacy that build directly on the child’s level
of knowledge or skill. Linguistic scaffolds include asking open-ended ques-
tions (e.g., “What is going to happen next?”), describing unfamiliar concepts
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or ideas (e.g., “He feels frustrated. See the look on his face? Sort of sad, sort
of angry. That is frustrated.”), and recasting and expanding the child’s own ver-
balizations (Child: “It’s a letter B.” Adult: “Right. It’s an uppercase letter B.”)
(Girolametto, Pearce, & Weitzman, 1996; Justice & Ezell, 2000).

• Regulatory scaffolds: Adults use regulatory scaffolds to help children under-
stand a specific task or goal and how it applies to a larger goal. These in-
clude, for instance, describing how small tasks or skills apply to a larger whole
(e.g., “Knowing these letters will help you read these words.”), discussing
task components (e.g., “To read this word, you need to look at each letter.”),
and helping a child to evaluate his own performance (e.g., “How did you think
you did?”) (Diaz et al., 1990; Feuerstein, 1980; Greenfield, 1984).

• Structural scaffolds: Structural scaffolds are specific aspects of the context in
which learning takes place that help to improve or support children’s learning.
For instance, an activity might be motivating and appealing to a child, which
helps to engage the child and thus serves as a type of scaffold. Structural
scaffolds include, for example, working in a known and familiar routine and
working with motivating and appealing materials. Involving peers in an activ-
ity is also a type of structural scaffold, if the peers model advanced language
or literacy forms or functions. By using storybooks as a tool to foster children’s
language and literacy, as emphasized throughout this book, the adult makes
use of an important structural scaffold: the adult–child shared storybook
reading routine. For many children, books provide a familiar and known rou-
tine. They understand how books work and how interactions over books
should occur. Reading books repeatedly with children serves as a structural
scaffold because it breeds familiarity. For children who do not have this famil-
iarity with books, it is useful to build this knowledge base so that this structur-
al scaffold can support learning. Additionally, books themselves, by being
appealing and engaging to the child, provide another structural scaffold. The
storybooks used as examples in this book were selected for their special ap-
peal to children and the likelihood that they can provide an extra scaffold to
support children’s learning (Ukrainetz, 1998).

Essential Characteristics of Effective
Interactive Reading

In this book, we present a variety of read-aloud strategies along with the titles of ex-
cellent storybooks for building children’s knowledge and skills in different areas. We
provide transcripts of adults and children in interactive routines, but we do not mean
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these to be scripts that should be followed. We view interactive reading as a context
that is fluid, dynamic, and bidirectional as the adult and child respond to each oth-
er’s contributions. The transcripts we provide are used to illustrate what high-
quality reading interactions between adults and children might look like, and how
adults can scaffold different targets of learning. However, certain qualities of effec-
tive interactive reading cannot be captured in any transcript. Keep in mind the fol-
lowing essential characteristics of high-quality reading interactions:

• Adult sensitivity and responsiveness: The most important characteristic of adults
who are reading books with children (or engaging in any activity with children
for that matter) is that they be sensitive and responsive partners. Adults who
are sensitive and responsive show children that they value the children’s con-
tributions to the storybook reading interaction (Bus & Van IJzendoorn, 1995;
Leseman & de Jong, 1998). Weitzman and Greenberg (2002) offer strategies
for engaging with children in a responsive manner, which include observing,
waiting, listening, and being face-to-face. Adults who observe not only are on
the lookout for verbal responses and initiations but also watch for children’s
facial expressions, body posture, and eye gaze, which can indicate how en-
gaged and motivated they are and how well they understand new concepts.
Adults who wait give children plenty of time to formulate their responses
and reply. The adult leans forward and looks expectantly while pausing to sig-
nal to the child an interest in her contributions. The adult who waits also
recognizes that young children need more time than adults to formulate re-
sponses to questions and comments. Weitzman and Greenberg (2002) sug-
gest that adults count to 10 to allow the child ample time to respond. Adults
who listen pay close attention to what the child is saying so as to respond ap-
propriately to keep the conversation going. During the storybook reading in-
teraction, it is also important to sit face-to-face at the physical level of the child.
Weitzman and Greenberg (2002) suggest that being face-to-face with a child
brings a special physical and emotional connection to the interaction and may
be particularly helpful for those children who are generally reluctant to re-
spond or who have their own agenda before the storybook interaction begins.

• Child engagement: An additional and critical quality of the effective interactive
reading exchange is the engaged child (Schneider & Hecht, 1995). Engagement
and persistence on the part of children are to some extent related to tem-
perament; however, adults can foster those qualities in children by manipu-
lating the context. We encourage adults to ensure child engagement in all
reading sessions, which may be enhanced by allowing the child to label pic-
tures and ask and answer questions during storybook reading. Having children
answer questions during storybook readings can help to produce greater gains
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in their expressive vocabulary than reading passively, although passive expo-
sure to novel concepts is an important feature of the shared reading experience
(Senechal, 1997). Moreover, children may get greater enjoyment out of story-
book reading when they actively contribute to the interaction. Allow children
to set the pace of reading interactions—pausing to look at pictures, talking
about words, and exploring topics of particular interest. Allow children to han-
dle reading materials and to turn pages. Remember that deviations from the
text can be beneficial. The object of book reading sessions should not be to
get through the book or only to read the words on the page but rather to cre-
ate an enjoyable, high-quality, and sensitive interaction.

• Repeated reading: Children enjoy reading books multiple times, through which
they gain ownership of the experience and familiarity with the text that, in
turn, enables them to make new discoveries. Single readings of storybooks
have been found to be insufficient for children’s retention of new vocabu-
lary, whereas multiple readings of storybooks have been found to facilitate
the acquisition of both expressive vocabulary (the words children produce)
and receptive vocabulary (the words children understand) (e.g., Justice, 2002;
Penno, Wilkinson, & Moore, 2002; Robbins & Ehri, 1994). Repeated readings
also create a sense of familiarity for children, and through the reinforcement
of known concepts, children will become more and more confident in their
prereading skills. Learning within a familiar context and with familiar mate-
rials provides a structural scaffold that fosters children’s learning of new
concepts and skills (Wasik & Bond, 2001).

Interactive storybook reading between adults and young children is an impor-
tant context for developing children’s skills and knowledge in many areas. This chap-
ter provided an overview of children’s many accomplishments in language and
literacy that occur from birth through the early-elementary grades. We discussed
how interactive storybook reading experiences can provide children with explicit yet
meaningful opportunities to develop and refine their skills in numerous aspects of
language and literacy. Although later chapters present specific strategies and ap-
proaches to target different areas of development, such as print knowledge or phono-
logical awareness, we emphasize the importance of embedding targeted instruction
within an interactive routine in which the adult is a sensitive and responsive partner.

In the next chapter, we focus on an area of child development that can be explic-
itly yet sensitively targeted through interactive reading. Chapter 2 describes young
children’s development of print knowledge and explores ways in which adult–child
interactive reading can be modified to enhance children’s skills, knowledge, and inter-
ests related to print.
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C H A P T E R  2

Building Print Knowledge:
Supporting Early Print Discoveries

PP
rint knowledge is a key dimension of emergent and early literacy develop-
ment. Print knowledge encompasses children’s knowledge about printed
letters, words, and book conventions. Some specific aspects of print
knowledge include understanding the distinction between print and pic-

tures, understanding that print carries meaning, and understanding how to hold a
book, turn pages in a book, and read from left to right (Justice & Ezell, 2004). Print
knowledge contributes to literacy development by providing children an essential tool
for translating the alphabetic code to decode words; in turn, children who are able
to fluently decode are able to focus their cognitive resources on making sense of what
they read.

How Print Knowledge Develops
Adults may notice that children who have not yet begun to read tend to focus on the
pictures rather than print during storybook reading interactions. When preschool
children share books with adults, about 95% of their visual attention is directed at the
illustrations in the storybook (Justice & Lankford, 2002) and 95% of children’s talk
during shared reading focuses on illustrations or concepts expressed in the storybook
(Ezell & Justice, 2000; Phillips & McNaughton, 1990; Yaden et al., 1989). With the help
of an adult, children can be guided to explore the print within storybooks as an object
worthy of their attention (Justice & Ezell, 2004).

Print knowledge is an important aspect of emergent literacy that develops grad-
ually over the course of early childhood; evidence of print knowledge development
may emerge in the toddler years (Goodman, 1986; van Kleeck, 1998). Young chil-
dren demonstrate print knowledge in several ways. First, children demonstrate an in-
creased attention to and awareness of print in their environment. They may begin to
point out familiar letters (“That letter is in my name.”), recognize words that they
see frequently (e.g., the word STOP on a stop sign), or inquire about letters and 
words that are unfamiliar (“What does that word say?”). Second, children develop
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an understanding of the functions that different forms of print can convey. For exam-
ple, they understand the difference between print that they see on road signs and
print that they see in newspapers and on menus. Third, children develop an under-
standing of the set of idiosyncratic conventions that govern print presentations, in-
cluding left-to-right directionality and spacing between words. Children with this
understanding are able to identify where to begin reading on a page, which direc-
tion to read a page, and how to turn the pages in a book. Fourth, children begin to de-
velop the ability to associate words spoken aloud with words in print. This means that
if adults read a simple sentence aloud to children while looking at a book, the children
will be able to point to some or all of the words, in the correct order, as each word is
read slowly. Finally, children recognize the way in which print units are organized for
written language purposes, such as how letters are grouped to form words and words
are grouped to make phrases and sentences (Hiebert, 1981; Justice & Ezell, 2004;
Lomax & McGee, 1987).

Within the context of shared storybook reading, one of the first signs that chil-
dren are attending to the organization and functions of print is memorization of lines
of text and pretend reading of stories (Adams, 1990; Snow et al., 1998). Adults can cap-
italize on this print interest and create a literacy-rich environment in the following
ways: (1) demonstrate the value literacy holds by modeling reading and encouraging
children to read; (2) respond to children’s interest in reading and set expectations for
them to participate in reading; (3) ensure that appropriate reading materials are avail-
able and accessible to children; and (4) read with children and encourage verbal in-
teractions that extend beyond the text on the page (Adams, 1990; Snow et al., 1998).
To help children in all of these areas, particularly the fourth point, which emphasizes
children’s participation in verbal interactions that go beyond the text on the page, it is
important that adults reference print within storybooks to show children that print is
interesting and worthy of discussion. Through these conversations, adults can guide
children to understand how print is organized, its various functions, and its relation-
ship to the more global act of reading for meaning. Helping parents to support their
children’s print knowledge in the home environment is an important goal of early
education. On the next page, we provide some tips for parents to guide your efforts.

How Interactive Reading Supports the Development
of Print Knowledge

Interactive reading offers a natural and authentic context through which adults can
help children establish the relationship between spoken and written language and
learn more about how print works. As adults and children engage in interactive
reading, adults can make references to print in simple and unobtrusive ways. Ezell and
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Justice (1998, 2000) report that while adults rarely reference print verbally (e.g.,
questions or comments about print) or nonverbally (e.g., tracking or pointing to
print) without explicit instruction to do so, adults significantly increase their refer-
ences to print with a minimal amount of instruction. Furthermore, when adults ref-
erence print during storybook reading sessions, children also ask more questions
and make more comments about print (Ezell & Justice, 2000), and they show marked
improvement in important early literacy abilities over a short period of time (Justice
& Ezell, 2002). By talking about print within the interactive reading context, adults can
make literacy an explicit rather than implicit focus in the reading routine.

Interactive Reading Activities 
for Building Print Knowledge

Adults can intentionally target print knowledge during shared reading with children
to encourage children’s achievements in print knowledge. Here we present activities
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P r i n t  K n o w l e d g e  

T i p s  f o r  P a r e n t s

Parents can foster their children’s print knowledge throughout the day using a
variety of authentic experiences. It is important for parents to guide children’s
interaction with print placed throughout the home environment; just placing
print around the child’s environment is not nearly as powerful as guiding the
child to make sense of the forms and functions of print. These activities will
help children expand their awareness of print in the world around them
through authentic and meaningful experiences:

• Encourage your child to play with toys such as alphabet blocks and magnetic
letters because these toys provide opportunities to manipulate letters in a fun way.

• Point out environmental print on restaurant signs and menus, food containers, or
signs on the street and draw attention to the fact that the letters and words help
readers to understand what the signs and labels say.

• Consider creating labels for concrete and important items around the home. For
example, help your children make signs with their names to hang on the doors of
their rooms (Burns, Griffin, & Snow, 1999).



using specific storybooks and strategies that can assist children in developing print
knowledge. Activities are arranged in a developmental sequence to enable children to
achieve the following objectives:

1. To comprehend and begin to use print-related vocabulary

2. To demonstrate awareness of book organization

3. To understand the role of words as carrying meaning

4. To demonstrate understanding of text directionality

5. To demonstrate word awareness

Words About Print
Objective: To comprehend and begin to use print-related vocabulary

Storybook: I Went Walking (1990) by Sue Williams, illustrated by Julie Vivas

Description: I Went Walking uses simple, short sentences and contains just one
sentence per page. The text is predictable because of its repetition and support from
the illustrations (e.g., part of an animal is shown to provide a clue about what the next
animal will be). The sentence forms alternate between statements and questions
throughout the story, with the final sentence ending in an exclamation. The variety of
sentences provides an excellent context to draw attention to varying sentence forms,
how they are punctuated, and how they sound when read aloud. The repetitive text
allows children to quickly become familiar with new vocabulary and concepts.

An important early print accomplishment is learning the language of story-
books, particularly the use of a metalinguistic, print-focused vocabulary. This vocabu-
lary provides the child with the tools for talking about print and analyzing written
language. This includes words such as cover, title, author, illustrator, letter, page, word,
sentence, front, back, beginning, and end.

Interactive Reading Experience Using I Went Walking
Text Extratextual Conversation
(cover, pp. 1–4)

I Went Walking Adult: Let’s look at the front of the book.
WRITTEN BY This is called the cover of the book.
Sue Williams The name of the book is right here
ILLUSTRATED BY [points to title]. I Went Walking is the
Julie Vivas title. The person who wrote the book is 
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called the author. Her name is right here
[points to author’s name]—Sue
Williams. There is another name here
[points to illustrator’s name]—Julie
Vivas. She is the illustrator, the person
who drew the pictures.

I went walking. Adult: The first word on this page is I.
What did you see? And here is the second word, went.

The preceding extratextual conversation illustrates the use of strategies that in-
clude pointing to text and making comments related to print vocabulary. These may
help to increase the child’s awareness and understanding of these print-related con-
cepts. Also notice that the preceding conversation simply draws attention to features
of the book and models the corresponding vocabulary. No demand is made on the
child to participate beyond attending to the adult’s comments.

Words From Start to Finish
Objective: To demonstrate awareness of book organization

Storybook: If You Give a Moose a Muffin (1991) by Laura Numeroff, illustrated by
Felicia Bond

Description: This book features a colorful cover that clearly displays the title, au-
thor’s name, and illustrator’s name. The story line follows a friendly moose who,
when you give him one thing, always wants something else to go with it. The se-
quence of the story lends itself to predicting what comes next and requires that each
page be explored before going on to the subsequent one.

If You Give a Moose a Muffin has some unique features that make it particularly
appropriate for increasing awareness of book organization. The inviting illustrations
of the friendly moose participating in familiar activities (e.g., eating muffins, painting,
cleaning up a mess) are sure to engage children. Beginning with the cover, adults have
opportunities to draw children’s attention to print, for example, by pointing to the
title, author’s name, and the illustrator’s name. The primary goals are to convey
concepts related to the organization of books, such as the following:

• The front of the book is called the cover and tells us the title and the author.

• Starting at the front of the book, we turn one page at a time.
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Interactive Reading Experience Using If You Give a Moose 
a Muffin
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–5)

[Hand the book to the child in a random Adult: I need to start reading at the front 
direction—with the spine or back of the of the book. Show me where I should
book facing toward him or her.] start reading.

Child: [points to the cover]

If you give a moose a muffin, Adult: [opens book to first page] Where
should I start reading on this page?

[If necessary, adult gives the child choices
by pointing first to the word If, then to
moose, and then asks which one to start
with.]

he’ll want some jam to go with it.

[pause for comment]

So you’ll bring out some of your mother’s 
homemade blackberry jam.

18

Adult: I finished reading this page [points
to the page on the left]. Now, where
should I read next?

Child: [points to right-hand page or first
line of text on that page]

Note that to increase children’s awareness of book organization, the adult incor-
porates the print-related vocabulary and concepts from the previous activity and then
shifts to increasingly involved and advanced forms of these concepts. As children be-
come more skilled at employing these concepts, educators can require higher levels
of accuracy in children’s responses and participation. For example, in the last question
by the adult in the previous extratextual conversation (“Now, where should I read
next?”), children may initially just point to the page on the right. With more practice
and modeling of the vocabulary and concepts, one might expect the child to point to
the first word in the first sentence on the right-hand page.

The Story Is in the Words
Objective: To understand the role of words as carrying meaning

Storybook: Growing Vegetable Soup (1987) by Lois Ehlert 

Description: This book features illustrations in bold colors and a story written in
large, salient print. In addition to the story text, print is used to label illustrations on
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each page. The story moves step-by-step through planting, growing, harvesting,
preparing, and eating the vegetables grown in a garden and includes instructions on
how to make your own vegetable soup.

Adults can draw attention to the role of print as having meaning using two
simple types of print-referencing techniques:

1. Nonverbal references, such as pointing to words or tracking words when
reading

2. Verbal references, such as commenting on print (e.g., “There’s a picture of the
sun. Look, these letters next to it spell the word sun.”)

Initially, the adults should simply model print concepts for children and draw atten-
tion to the print through verbal and nonverbal references. Later, when a book be-
comes familiar, adults should encourage children to take a more active role in
identifying print.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Growing 
Vegetable Soup
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–7)

We’re ready to work, and our tools Adult: There’s a picture of the tools. I see
are ready, too. a shovel [points to the picture], and right

above it are the letters that make the word
shovel [points to the label].
(This can be repeated with the other tools
in the picture.)

We are planting the seeds, Adult: These words help to tell the story, so
I will read them [points to the words and
follows along with a finger while reading]:
“We-are-planting-the-seeds.”

And all the sprouts, Adult: Look, all the sprouts have their
names on them [points out the labels on
each picture]. Here it says, “tomato sprout,
pepper sprout, and cabbage sprout.”

As the child becomes more familiar with a book and the words in the story,
adults can make tasks more challenging. For example, adults can point to the picture
of the shovel and ask, “What do you think this word above the shovel says?” At this
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point, children will still benefit from the support of the picture, which will assist them
in building awareness and understanding of the correspondence between words
and pictures. To increase the challenge, adults might point out the first occurrence
of the word grow on one page and then ask children to “find another word that looks
the same” as the target word.

Show Me the Words
Objective: To demonstrate understanding of text directionality

Storybook: Mama Cat Has Three Kittens (1998) by Denise Fleming

Description: This is a story of two kittens who follow Mama Cat’s lead and one
kitten who aims to be different than his siblings. The large print and clear organiza-
tion of text (one to three short lines of text per page) make this book an appropriate
choice for drawing attention to the text and the order in which we read the words.

Previously, we discussed the use of nonverbal print-referencing strategies
(tracking and pointing to print) to help the child distinguish print from pictures while
reading. Once children understand that words (as well as pictures) tell the story,
they are likely able to examine more closely how to approach the text when reading,
such as where to start and in which direction to move across the page.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Mama Cat Has 
Three Kittens
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–5)

Mama Cat has three kittens, Fluffy, Adult: [following along with a finger, 
Skinny, and Boris. points to the text as it is read] Look, I

just read these words at the bottom of the
page. I started over here. It says [rereads
the sentence while again tracking with a
finger].

When Mama Cat washes her paws, Adult: This page has two lines of words, so
I will read the top one first [points to the
top line of text].

Fluffy and Skinny wash their paws. Adult: Look, there are words at the top
[at top of page] and bottom of this page. Which ones do 

Boris naps. [at bottom of page] you think I will read first?
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[Child may point to the words or say “at
the top.”]

Adult: [regardless of the correctness of the
child’s response] I will start up here [points
to first line of text] at the top of the page
and read this line first.

In the preceding extratextual conversation, the adult draws attention to the di-
rectionality of print with verbal and nonverbal print-referencing strategies. When
adults first introduce this concept to children, making extratextual comments after
reading each and every sentence can be distracting and take away from the enjoy-
ment of the story, so verbal references should be minimized early on. However, track-
ing print visually with a finger is less intrusive and may be appropriate on each page.
In a book such as Mama Cat, incorporating comments and questions every two to
three pages would still provide at least five opportunities throughout the book to
make comments about print.

After providing several verbal and nonverbal print references, including tracking
the print when reading, the adult can consider involving the child in some of these
print-referencing strategies. For example, the child can be provided choices for where
to begin reading on the page, such as “Should I start reading here,” [points to first
word on the page] “or here?” [points to last word on the page]. These choices serve as
a scaffold for children, with the eventual goal being for them to identify the starting
and ending points on the page independently.

Word Search
Objective: To demonstrate word awareness

Storybook: Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See? (1967/1992) by Bill Martin
Jr, illustrated by Eric Carle

Description: This book features simple, repetitive text that children can memorize
with ease. Clear, bright pictures of the animals support the text that changes on
each page. When children are able to name pictures with little or no effort, adults
should then move to a focus on word-to-print relationships.

The goal of this activity is to begin to highlight words in print. Children may not
naturally recognize that sentences are made up of separate words and thus benefit
from cues that help them attend to words as specific units of print. The repetitive
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text in this particular book gives children opportunities to see the same words sever-
al times throughout the story (e.g., brown, bear, see).

Interactive Reading Experience Using Brown Bear, Brown
Bear, What Do You See?
Text Extratextual Conversation

Brown Bear, Adult: I heard the word bear two times in 
Brown Bear, that sentence. Here is the first one [points 
What do you see? to the first bear in the sentence]. You find

another word that looks the same.

Red Bird, Adult: What animal do you see on this 
Red Bird, page? [allows time for the child to respond]
What do you see? Let’s find the word that names this animal

[helps the child find the word bird].

Yellow Duck, Adult: The word see is the last word on
Yellow Duck, this page. Which word do you think is the
What do you see? word see? [helps the child find the last

word, see]

This familiar storybook also lends itself to pretend reading, described in the in-
troduction of this chapter. Adults should encourage children who have memorized
the text in a storybook such as Brown Bear to attend to specific words in print and
match them to the words they hear. This will help the child gain confidence in story-
book interactions and help to develop the true ability to read text.

Additional Storybooks for Building Print Knowledge
Come Along, Daisy! (1998) by Jane Simmons

Daisy Duck is very curious and likes to explore on her own. As she wanders away, Mama
Duck calls, “Come along, Daisy!” but Daisy doesn’t listen. When she gets a little too far
away, Daisy gets scared and calls for Mama Duck. Bright illustrations will engage young
readers, as will the familiar notion of children testing boundaries. This is a good book for
talking about print vocabulary, book organization, and text directionality.

Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus (2003) by Mo Willems

This silly and entertaining book about a pigeon who wants to drive a bus will en-
gage readers of all ages. At the outset, the bus driver assigns the reader the responsi-
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bility of watching the bus and not letting the pigeon drive the bus. The entire text of
the book is written in speech bubbles to represent the bus driver and pigeon talking.
This feature makes this an excellent book for print awareness activities and is partic-
ularly useful to convey the role of print in carrying meaning.

Fall Leaves Fall! (2000) by Zoe Hall, illustrated by Shari Halpern

Two brothers wait for fall each year so that they can collect, rake, and jump in the
colorful leaves that fall off the trees. Near the end of the story, the boys make leaf pic-
tures and label each type of leaf. This illustration offers a print-salient context in
which to talk about the letters next to the leaves that spell their names. This book
can thus be used to demonstrate the role of words as conveying meaning. This is a
great book for the fall season when children can collect leaves, make pictures, and
label them with the appropriate names.

Good Night, Gorilla (1994) by Peggy Rathmann

The zookeeper says goodnight to each of the zoo animals, who he believes are locked
up safely for the night...but the gorilla has other ideas. This book uses simple, repeti-
tive text (the words good and night appear on almost every page), which allows chil-
dren to become quickly familiar with the words on the page.

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie (1985) by Laura Numeroff, illustrated by Felicia
Bond

Written with the same flow as If You Give a Moose a Muffin (Numeroff, 1991), this
story is one of a mischievous mouse who asks for milk to go with his cookie. That milk
gives him a milk mustache, and the adventure begins! This is an excellent book for re-
inforcing print vocabulary and focusing on book organization.

My Car (2001) by Byron Barton

A book illustrated in bold colors, this is a story of Sam, his car, and how he takes care
of it and uses it. It includes some pages with embedded print such as the gas pump,
street signs, and the city bus route. But don’t put this book down before reading the
last page, because a car is not the only thing that Sam drives.

My Street (1998) by Rebecca Treays, illustrated by Rachel Wells

Milly and Jack tell about the streets that they live on, including what is under the
street, how long their streets are, and the other buildings that are on their streets. The
text in this book is abundant, which may be overwhelming for some young readers;
however, the excellent use of text to label the actions and places Milly and Jack 
encounter makes this book useful for increasing word knowledge. Print is also 
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embedded in the pictures (e.g., the words POST OFFICE displayed on the front of the
post office building), which provides another opportunity to draw attention to print.

Sheep in a Jeep (1986) by Nancy Shaw, illustrated by Margot Apple

The novelty of this story will keep children interested to the final page. For starters,
who has ever seen sheep drive a jeep? The antics of these sheep driving the jeep,
getting stuck in the mud, then finally getting out, only to face a final mishap, make
this book a page turner for young children. This book has relatively few words and
few lines of words on each page, making it suitable for drawing attention to print,
left-to-right movement, and top-to-bottom progression. The repetition of the words
sheep and jeep also makes this book appropriate for word-finding activities.

Spot Goes to the Farm (1987) by Eric Hill

The always curious Spot explores the farm with his dad, looking for some baby ani-
mals. This is a lift-the-flap book, which allows children to interact directly with the
book and become engaged in guessing what Spot will find next. With lots of ques-
tions and exclamations in the text, it is a good book for highlighting the differences
in sentence endings and the expressions to match them. Bubbles of speech are pres-
ent on most pages, representing the animals’ noises or words and highlighting the
fact that the animals are “talking.”

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt (1992) by Michael Rosen, illustrated by Helen
Oxenbury

Be a part of the excitement as a family of four children and their father goes on a bear
hunt. Each environment they pass through on their hunt inspires its own sound ef-
fect, which children love to imitate (the long, wavy grass goes “Swishy swashy! Swishy
swashy! Swishy swashy!” as they go through it). No one is scared until they come
upon that bear! Then the whole family must travel back through each environment
before making it to the safety of home! This book is appropriate for drawing atten-
tion to a variety of punctuation at the ends of sentences. There are several lines of text
per page, so this could also be used in a more challenging task to address top-to-
bottom and left-to-right directionality.

The strategies in this chapter emphasize adults’ use of a print-related vocabulary
as children learn to attend to book organization, the role of words as carrying mean-
ing, text directionality, and words as units of print. Through adults deliberately expos-
ing children to conventions of books and print, children are likely to begin to value
print as an object worthy of their attention and will feel comfortable discussing
print as they work actively with adults by turning pages and tracking print with their
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finger. Chapter 3, on building word knowledge, provides adults with strategies for
increasing children’s vocabulary in more general ways so that they can talk not only
about what the title of their favorite book is but also about how their favorite book
makes them think and feel.
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C H A P T E R  3

Building Word Knowledge:
Increasing the Complexity of Words
Children Understand and Produce

FF
or children, word knowledge means understanding and using words of dif-
ferent form classes—including nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs—
and having a word repertoire for precisely representing thoughts, needs,
interests, and ideas. Children’s precision increases from toddlerhood

through adulthood as their word knowledge develops: For instance, an object is first
described as big, later as large, then gigantic, and finally as monstrous. Although big,
large, gigantic, and monstrous mean more or less the same thing, these word variations
give children greater precision in representing their thoughts. Beyond enabling a
child’s self-expression, word knowledge is closely linked to reading comprehension,
and children who have better word knowledge are able to focus their cognitive re-
sources on other aspects of the reading process, such as linking new concepts to
known concepts (NICHD, 2000b).

How Word Knowledge Develops
Word knowledge begins to develop from a very early age. Children typically produce
their first true word by the time they are 1 year old, and their vocabulary size in-
creases to about 50 words by 18 months of age. At 18 months, when children have ac-
crued an expressive vocabulary of about 50 words, they enter a “vocabulary
explosion” (e.g., Goldfield & Reznick, 1990) until about 24 months, during which their
vocabulary can grow at a rate of as many as 9 new words per day (cf. Ganger & Brent,
2004). Vocabulary growth continues through the preschool, elementary school, and
high school years so that by the time children graduate, they will have learned about
60,000 words (Pinker, 1994). Children learn most words without explicit instruction
in nonostensive contexts, including overhearing, and through social interactions with
others. Because the language children experience in the world around them con-
tributes greatly to the amount and type of word learning, considerable variation ex-
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ists in children’s word knowledge (e.g., Hart & Risley, 1995; Hoff & Naigles, 2002).
Building a solid foundation of concepts and the words that label them before children
enter school is crucial because children have an easier time learning new words if they
already have several words under their belt. In other words, children with larger vo-
cabularies tend to learn new words with relative ease, and children with smaller vo-
cabularies learn new words more slowly by comparison. This occurs because children
refine the semantic representations of words they know and create relationships be-
tween new words and known words (Snow et al., 1998). Even at the youngest ages,
the ability to understand and remember the meanings of new words depends strong-
ly on how well developed a child’s vocabulary already is (Robbins & Ehri, 1994).

One context that has been well studied for its role in teaching children new words
is that of interactive book reading. Research on word learning uses storybook reading as
a vehicle for understanding children’s novel word learning because it can be controlled
easily. For instance, a researcher can read a book with children several times and study
how many new words they learn from the activity. Numerous studies have used this ap-
proach, which has provided several interesting facts about the development of word
knowledge through interactive reading (e.g., Elley, 1989; Justice, Meier, & Walpole,
2005; Nagy, Anderson, & Herman, 1987; Penno et al., 2002; see also NICHD, 2000a).
First, children’s acquisition of a new word moves from a broad, shallow understanding
to greater specificity and deepened understanding over time with ongoing exposures to
that word in different contexts. Second, the more often children hear a word in text, the
more likely they are to learn it. Children learn words more readily when they occur
several times in a single book and when they hear a word in repeated readings of the
same book. Only hearing a word once or twice is not always sufficient for acquisition.
Third, metalinguistic discussions about words when they occur in texts enable children’s
learning of words, and this learning is further supported when children have the oppor-
tunities to use words in drama or other book-related activities that supplement hear-
ing the word in text. In short, although being exposed to a novel word in a single
storybook reading is useful for developing children, educators can accelerate children’s
word learning by allowing them to hear new words many times in varying circum-
stances. Helping parents to support their children’s word knowledge in the home envi-
ronment is an important goal of early education. On the next page, we provide some
tips for parents that may promote word learning in the home environment.

How Interactive Reading Supports 
the Development of Word Knowledge

Storybook reading interactions provide valuable opportunities for children to be ex-
posed to and learn new words. The language contained within storybook readings is
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exceptionally rich and provides words and grammar that do not often occur in the
conversations that happen at home and in classrooms. When adults talk to children
during book reading, they themselves use a more diverse array of syntax and vocab-
ulary and a higher level of abstraction than in other language contexts, such as play-
ing with toys (Sorsby & Martlew, 1991). Storybook reading also provides a context
through which children gain oral language and literacy skills in an integrated manner,
whereby children can learn new words as they develop print knowledge and phono-
logical awareness (Snow et al., 1998).

When prereaders listen to books and when readers read books, their compre-
hension of that text places a high demand on vocabulary knowledge. At the same
time, when children encounter new words and must infer meaning and retain new
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Parents can build their children’s word knowledge by making a few
simple adjustments to the way they speak to their children. The
following are strategies proposed by Weitzman and Greenberg (2002)
that parents can incorporate into their interactions with children:

• Wait and Listen—Encourage your child to initiate verbally by waiting
expectantly for her initiations. Be comfortable with long pauses during
conversations. When your child does take turns in conversations,
allow him the time to make complete responses.

• Follow Your Child’s Lead—Talk about what your child wants to talk about. Focus
conversations with your child on her topic of attention, not yours.

• Be Face to Face—Adjust your physical level so that you are on the same level as
your child when conversing and playing.

• Avoid Test Questions and Yes/No Questions—Use open-ended questions to which
you do not know the answer (e.g., “Why do you think the boy is crying?”) rather
than test questions (questions you know the answer to, such as “What color is
that?”) and yes/no questions (questions requiring a yes or no response, such as
“Do you want to read this book?”).

• Expand—Repeat your child’s words and add a few additional ideas or concepts
(e.g., Child: That a bear. Mother: That is a big grizzly bear).



words for future comprehension, their ability to do so is strongly dependent on their
background knowledge of other words and concepts (e.g., NICHD, 2000b). In the tod-
dler, preschool, and elementary school years, educators are encouraged to give chil-
dren a leg up on reading by introducing children to as many different words as
possible. In doing so, educators should recognize that children’s learning of new words
does not need to follow any specific developmental timeline. For instance, children do
not need to learn the word big before they can learn large. As a general rule of thumb,
children are ready to learn any new word if they can handle the underlying concept—
thus, once a child understands the concept of bigness she can handle the different
words that describe bigness (e.g., big, large, huge, humongous, etc.). This is why a 2-year-
old child with an interest in trains is capable of rapidly acquiring a train lexicon to in-
clude steam engine, locomotive, caboose, hopper car, smokestack, tender car, and so forth.
The child’s emerging lexicon for these words and others is constrained by only two
features: (1) the extent to which the child understands the underlying concept repre-
sented by a word (e.g., steam engine versus liberty) and (2) the extent to which the child
has exposure to the word within his word-learning environment.

Interactive Reading Activities 
for Building Word Knowledge

Here we present storybooks and interactive strategies designed to foster children’s
word knowledge. Activities address the following objectives:

1. To understand and use verbs and verb morphology

2. To interpret the intentions underlying action verbs

3. To use words to express emotions and other mental concepts

4. To understand and use adjectives

5. To differentiate and use prepositions and other opposites

Attention to Action
Objective: To understand and use verbs and verb morphology

Storybook: Mr. Gumpy’s Outing (1970) by John Burningham 

Description: This book describes a boat ride adventure that Mr. Gumpy embarks
upon along with several animals and children. Mr. Gumpy warns all of the passengers
that they must behave, by instructing each of them to refrain from a particular action
that could be dangerous if performed on the boat. Many different verbs are introduced
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throughout the story, using varied verb morphology, including to kick, to trample, to
flap, to bleat, and more.

This activity focuses on action verbs and verb morphology. Teaching children
about actions, activities, events, and the words that label them is important because
action verbs are arguably more difficult for children to learn than concrete object
nouns (Gentner, 1978, 1982; Imai, Haryu, & Okada, 2002). In addition to the con-
ceptual complexities surrounding verbs, children must master the morphology of
verbs so as to express their thoughts with accuracy. For example, to describe an action
that is in progress, we use the morpheme -ing (e.g., the dog is running around the
yard), and to express a completed action, we use the morpheme -ed (e.g., I painted a
picture in school today), or some irregular verb form, which must be memorized (e.g.,
The dog ran around the yard). Readers will notice in the activity that adults can in-
troduce novel action verbs and their accompanying morphology using strategies
that do not resemble the grammar lessons that many adults remember.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Mr. Gumpy’s Outing
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 18–22)

“Can you make room for me?” said the calf. Adult: Mr. Gumpy doesn’t want the calf 
“Yes, if you don’t trample about.” to trample about. That means he doesn’t

want the calf to step on everything while
he is on the boat. What else tramples on
things? What kinds of things might a dog
trample on?

“May I join you, Mr. Gumpy?” Adult: Mr. Gumpy is afraid the goat 
said the goat. might kick someone. I bet it hurts when
“Very well, but don’t kick.” a goat kicks. Can you think of some times

when it is good to kick? I like kicking the
soccer ball around the yard.

For a little while they all went along Adult: Oh no! The chickens started
happily but then...The goat kicked, the flapping. Do you know what it looks like
calf trampled, the chickens flapped... for a chicken to flap its wings? When a

chicken flaps its wings, it looks like this
[bends arms at the elbows and flaps
arms like a chicken]. Can you show me
how you would flap your wings?

Child: [demonstrates flapping action]
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Mr. Gumpy’s Outing is an excellent book for introducing new action verbs to chil-
dren using multiple syntactic frames. Notice that in the extratextual conversation
the adult highlights and fosters an understanding of the actions and activities taking
place in the story by labeling and defining them, repeating the verbs that label the ac-
tions, using the verbs that label actions in multiple syntactic frames (e.g., kick, kicks,
kicking), demonstrating the actions and having the child perform those actions, and
by asking the child questions about the actions. All of these strategies should be
beneficial for assisting children in mapping novel verbs to actions (Pence, 2004).

Why We Do the Things We Do
Objective: To interpret the intentions underlying action verbs

Storybook: The Very Busy Spider (1984) by Eric Carle

Description: This colorful and cheerfully illustrated book describes an active day in
the life of a spider blown onto a farmyard fence where she begins to spin a web. Barnyard
animal friends visit the busy spider throughout the day and invite her to join them in var-
ious activities, but the spider, intent on spinning her web, doesn’t respond and contin-
ues working on her creation. One special feature of this book is the raised spider web
on each page. Children will enjoy following the trail with their fingers as it grows from a
single line into a complex and beautiful web. Many different verbs are introduced
throughout the story, including to blow, to land, to spin, to go for a ride, to eat, to run, to
jump, to roll, to chase, to take a nap, to go for a swim, to catch, to build, and to answer.

This activity encourages children to interpret the intentions underlying actions, in-
cluding how to think about action–result sequences, how to differentiate purposeful and
accidental actions, and how to interpret the goals of others. Children’s understanding
of the goal-directedness of actions, for example, helps them to develop the ability to
understand others’ intentions (Woodward, Sommerville, & Guajardo, 2001). Children
learn about goal-directed actions via their observations of actions, by performing actions
themselves, and through their social interactions with others (Woodward, 1999). In
this activity, the adult initiates discussion about the intentions underlying actions.

Interactive Reading Experience Using The Very Busy Spider
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–3)

Early one morning the wind blew a spider Adult: This says, “The spider landed on a
across the field. A thin, silky thread trailed fence post.” This is what it would look
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from her body. The spider landed on a like for a spider to land on a fence [moves
fence post near a farm yard... hand with fingers spread to look like a

spider landing on outstretched arm]. The
spider is so light that the wind just carried
her to the fence post. It was an accident
because the spider didn’t choose to land
on the fence. Sometimes accidents can
be good, right?

And began to spin a web with Adult: The spider is spinning a web. That 
her silky thread. means she is making a web with her silk.

Why do you think she’s spinning a web?

Adult: See how the silky thread comes
out of the spider’s body? See if you can
trace the web with your finger [moves
child’s finger along the web if necessary].
See how she moved from this fence post
to that fence post?

In the extratextual conversation about The Very Busy Spider, note that the adult
encourages the child to think about actions and activities and does not simply ask
the child to repeat words and their definitions. The adult also takes advantage of the
opportunity to facilitate the child’s understanding of action–result sequences (the
spider’s action was spinning her silk, and the result was a beautiful web) and goals
or intentions or actions (the spider spun a web so that she could catch flies to eat).

Talking About Feelings
Objective: To use words to express emotions and other mental concepts

Storybook: A to Z, Do You Ever Feel Like Me? A Guessing Alphabet of Feelings, Words,
and Other Cool Stuff (1999) by Bonnie Hausman, photography by Sandi Fellman

Description: This book presents a rhyming riddle containing a different emotion
for each letter of the alphabet. For each emotion, the author presents a situation in
which the reader might experience that emotion as well as objects beginning with
that same letter. For example, the riddle for letter S says, “I went into the haunted
house because I was dared. But it was too dark and spooky, and now I’m s_____.”
Some of the other objects on the page beginning with the target letter are starfish,
seahorses, stamps, shovels, snakes, skateboards, and spoons.
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This activity introduces children to specific words that they can use to express
emotions and mental concepts. Emotions and mental concepts are difficult for chil-
dren to grasp because they are not tangible and cannot be observed directly.
Introducing children to the labels for emotions and mental concepts empowers them
to express themselves in socially appropriate ways and to communicate their feel-
ings unambiguously using words. Readers may have observed how some children
suddenly withdraw from a conversation or social situation when they do not pos-
sess the vocabulary to express that they have been upset or embarrassed, for exam-
ple. Even worse, children who are unable to express their emotions using words might
cry or use physical means to convey their feelings (e.g., a child throws a temper
tantrum when he doesn’t want to leave his grandmother’s house). Young children
who are equipped with the language to express their feelings and emotional states
can resolve conflicts with peers and family members directly before a pleasant situa-
tion escalates to an unpleasant one.

Interactive Reading Experience Using A to Z, Do You Ever
Feel Like Me?
Text Extratextual Conversation
(page for letter A)

When my sister takes my stuff without Adult: How do you feel when your sister
asking first, I could just scream. This takes your things?
morning I found my bow on her teddy bear. Child: I share with her.
I know she’s little, but sometimes she Adult: You’re right. You do share with her
makes me so _____. and that is very nice of you. Does she

ever take your things without asking?
Child: Yeah. Sometimes she does.
Adult: How do you feel when she takes
your toys without asking first?
Child: I get mad!
Adult: That’s right, you feel angry.

The first few times reading this book with a child, the adult will probably have
to provide the target words for the child. When reading, the adult can ask the children
to describe times when they might feel each of the emotions. It may be that they have
not experienced some of the emotions themselves, but they might be able to tell
about someone else who has. The adult might also have the children try to imitate the
emotion depicted on each of the pages as the adult reinforces them (e.g., “Wow, you
do look angry!”) or ask the children to tell what they might say when angry (e.g., “It
makes me angry when you take my toys!”).
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Enhancing Language With Descriptive Words
Objective: To understand and use adjectives

Storybook: They Call Me Woolly: What Animal Names Can Tell Us (2002) by Keith
DuQuette

Description: This book introduces children to animals and their names. As the book
explains, animal names are often very revealing. Some animal names give clues about
where those animals are from, as is the case for the American alligator. Other animal
names show what animals like to eat, such as the bee-eater, or what their fur is like,
as is true for the woolly monkey. Adults and older children will likely enjoy reading the
interesting facts about each of the animals, located at the back of the book.

This activity focuses on adjectives. An adjective is a part of speech that modi-
fies a noun (e.g., brown bear, tall man). When we think of adjectives, descriptive
words including colors, sizes, and other physical attributes come to mind. During in-
teractive reading with children, parents and educators often label objects for children
but do not focus on the attributes of those objects (e.g., Choi, 2000; Choi & Gopnik,
1995). However, because preschoolers are equipped with some basic word-learning
assumptions, or assumptions that allow them to draw inferences about the meanings
of new words, adults familiar with these assumptions can capitalize on them when
teaching preschoolers new words. One way that children infer the meanings of new
words is by recruiting syntactic cues that signal a novel word’s form class (e.g., noun,
verb, adjective) to narrow the possibilities for that word’s referent. For example,
children who hear “This is an X” interpret X to be a count noun, while children who
hear “This is X” interpret X to be a proper name, and children who hear “This is an X
one” interpret X to be an adjective (Hall, Burns, & Pawluski, 2003). Children are also
more likely to assume that a novel word is an adjective when it is applied to more than
one object because count nouns and proper names rarely take more than a single
label (Hall, 1996). Adults can make the most of these word-learning assumptions by
structuring word-learning situations with preschoolers accordingly.

Interactive Reading Experience Using They Call Me Woolly:
What Animal Names Can Tell Us
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–3)

Blue-tongued or burrowing, woolly or Adult: This book is going to teach us 
whooping, there’s so much to discover about a lot of different animals. All of
in an animal’s name. the animals in this book have special
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names. The animals’ names tell us some-
thing about the animals, like where they
live, what they eat, or what they look like.

A name can tell you where an animal Adult: This is an African elephant. Where
is from: the African elephant and the do you think the African elephant is from?
American alligator. African elephants are from Africa. You

can tell by their name.

Adult: Do you know anything else that
has African in its name? African
Americans are people who have family
that lived in Africa at one time.

Or it can tell you about the animal’s Adult: The polar bear’s name tells us
habitat: the polar bear and the that the polar bear lives near the North
mountain goat. Pole where it is very cold and icy.

Adult: What does the mountain goat’s
name tell us about it? What else has
mountain in its name? Mountain lions
have mountain in their name because
they also live in the mountains.

Notice that all of the animal names in They Call Me Woolly are in boldface type.
While reading, the adult can comment on the adjectives and explain how each one
provides hints about what the animal is like. If possible, the adult can take advan-
tage of preschoolers’ word-learning assumptions when teaching them adjectives by
using the construction “This is an X one” and by using the same adjective to describe
multiple objects.

On the Contrary
Objective: To differentiate and use prepositions and other opposites

Storybook: How Big Is a Pig? (2000) by Clare Beaton, illustrated by Stella Blackstone

Description: This book introduces children to opposites, including some preposi-
tions, using pictures of barnyard animals that appear to be sewn onto the pages.
Each page presents animal opposites in a rhyming format and repeats the question
“But how big is a pig?” The opposites of interest include thin/fat, quick/slow, in/out,
jumpy/still, wild/tame, high/low, dirty/clean, young/old, black/white, and big/small.
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This activity focuses on prepositions and other opposites. Prepositions are words
such as at, by, with, and from that link nouns and pronouns to another word in a sen-
tence. As adults, we tend to overestimate preschoolers’ understanding of preposi-
tions. While children begin to use some prepositions, such as in and on, between 28
and 36 months (Brown, 1973), they do not use others, including temporal preposi-
tions (e.g., before, after) until they are much older. When younger children use these
prepositions, they may confuse them with similar concepts. In this activity, we have
grouped prepositions with opposite words because they can generally be contrasted
with one another in word-learning situations in the same way that opposites can. For
example, under can be contrasted with over, and to can be contrasted with from to
convey the meanings of both of these words. The adult can guide children to differ-
entiate and use prepositions and other opposites in shared reading.

Interactive Reading Experience Using How Big Is a Pig?
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–3)

Some cows are thin; some cows are fat. Adult: Let’s look at these two cows: One
But how big is a pig? Can you tell me that? is thin, and the other is fat. Do you think

the pig is thin or fat? That’s right. The pig
is fat.

Adult: What kinds of animals are fat?
Whales and elephants are fat. What kinds
of animals are thin? Snakes and worms
are thin.

Adult: Can you think of another word
that means the same thing as thin?
Skinny means the same thing as thin.
How about another word that means the
same thing as fat? Big means almost the
same as fat.

Some dogs are quick; some dogs are slow. But Adult: Which one of these dogs looks 
how big is a pig? Do you think you know? quick, and which one looks slow? How do

you know? This dog [on the right page] is
quick. We can tell because it looks like
he’s running. This dog [on the left page]
is slow. We know because he looks like
he is walking.
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Adult: Do you think the pig is quick or
slow? This is a slow pig. What other
animals are slow? Turtles and snails are
slow. What other animals are quick?
Cheetahs and rabbits are quick because
they can run very fast.

Adult: Do you know another word that
means the same thing as quick? Fast
means the same thing as quick. How
about another word that means the
same thing as slow? Sluggish means
almost the same thing as slow because
slugs are slow animals.

Some hens are in; some hens are out. But Adult: How many hens are in? Right,
how big is a pig? What’s this all about? four hens are in. How many hens are

out? Yes, five hens are out.

Adult: When it rains, would you rather
be in or out? How come?

Adult: What do you think the hens do
when they are out? It looks like they
search for worms to eat when they are
out. What do you think the hens do
when they are in? They must lay eggs
when they are in.

In the preceding extratextual conversation, the adult uses a variety of interactive
techniques, from simply modeling concepts for the child (“One is thin, and the other
is fat”) to examining the thought process for considering these novel concepts (“Can
you think of another word that means the same thing as thin?”). The adult provides
generous scaffolds to engage the child in conceptual considerations that seem beyond
the child’s immediate reach but not too difficult to be frustrating.

Additional Storybooks for Building Word Knowledge
The Berenstain Bears Ready, Get Set, Go! (1988) by Stan and Jan Berenstain

Animals gather around as the Berenstain Bears participate in a series of Olympic
events until they finally tire themselves out and need a rest. This book is great for pre-
senting action verbs as well as adjectives. Each event begins with an action (“Ready,
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get set, climb!”) and then presents a series of adjectives to describe the performance
of each of the participants in the event (“Papa climbs high. Brother climbs higher.
Sister climbs highest...High, higher, highest. Good, better, best.” [emphasis added]).

Calico Cat at the Zoo (1981) by Donald Charles

A calico cat takes a trip to the zoo to visit the animals. While there, he describes each
of the animals with a different adjective. The adjectives are presented in contrastive
pairs (shy/proud), and each pair ends in a rhyming word (shy/proud, quiet/loud).
The last page of the book has a picture of each of the animals the calico cat saw at
the zoo, along with its name.

Elephants Aloft (1993) by Kathi Appelt, illustrated by Keith Baker

Elephants Rama and Raja travel in a hot-air balloon to see their Auntie Rwanda.
Prepositions such as above, through, behind, and across are presented one per page as
the two elephants journey from Asia to Africa. The illustrations in this book lend
themselves well to presenting prepositions that might otherwise be hard for chil-
dren to understand.

Exactly the Opposite (1990) by Tana Hoban

Exactly the Opposite contains no words beyond the title but includes several bright and
interesting photographs of opposite images. Because there are no words, the reader is
able to decide which aspect or aspects of each photograph to contrast. For example,
the first page of the book depicts a pair of hands, one open and the other closed in a fist.
The reader might also contrast the concepts of left and right using this same picture.

The Foot Book (1968/2002) by Dr. Seuss

The Foot Book is a brightly illustrated rhyming book all about feet. Opposites are used
throughout the book to describe various foot attributes, including textures, sizes,
colors, and much more. Opposites in this book are presented in ways that are funny
and memorable.

How Are You Peeling? Foods With Moods (1999) by Saxton Freymann and Joost
Elffers

A cornucopia of feelings and emotions are introduced in this rhyming book’s brightly
colored photographs. Instead of illustrating emotions using human actors, this book
uses fruits and vegetables that have been carved into faces. The book presents a sur-
prisingly lifelike display of emotions, including an amused green pepper, a frustrated or-
ange, and a surprised apple. This book illustrates emotions in a light and fun manner
and allows adults to discuss how facial expressions can be used to convey emotions.
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Jiggle, Wiggle, Prance (1987) by Sally Noll

Jiggle, Wiggle, Prance presents animals performing 36 different actions. Action words
are labeled in bold letters at the bottom of each page. Every other page ends in a
verb that rhymes with the verb on the page before it.

Sometimes I’m Bombaloo (2002) by Rachel Vail, illustrated by Yumi Heo

In this book about how a child deals with anger, Katie Honors describes herself as a
really good and happy kid who sometimes loses her temper. When Katie is angry, she
is not herself: She is Bombaloo. Being Bombaloo is scary for Katie, but after some time
out and love from her mother, Katie eventually apologizes and returns to her old
self. This book is appropriate for talking about emotions because it illustrates emo-
tions that a young child might experience and describes these emotions from a child’s
point of view, using language that a child might use.

Super, Super, Superwords (1989) by Bruce McMillan

Adjectives are used visually and grammatically to demonstrate the three degrees of
comparison. First, the positive (big) illustration provides an initial point of reference.
Second, the comparative (bigger) illustration relates two objects, persons, or con-
cepts to one another. In the case of this book, the comparative illustration shows an
increase in quality from the positive illustration. Third, the superlative (biggest) illus-
tration compares three objects, persons, or ideas, providing the most extreme quali-
ty of the three.

Trucks, Trucks, Trucks (1999) by Peter Sis

Any child with an interest in construction equipment will enjoy this book. The pic-
tures and verbs on each page tell the story of Matt, a young boy who is asked to
clean up the trucks in his bedroom. As Matt picks up the trucks, he imagines himself
with a life-size version of each of the trucks, performing a different maneuver with
each one. Adults can highlight the action verbs presented on each of the pages.

The activities in this chapter target the child’s understanding and production of
verbs and verb morphology, intentions underlying action verbs, emotions and mental
concepts, adjectives, and prepositions and opposites. Discussions resulting from these
activities will undoubtedly foster children’s interest in acquiring new labels for an in-
creasingly abstract array of events and emotions, as well as linguistically challenging
words such as prepositions, so that they can express themselves with greater precision.
Chapter 4 addresses another area of development that educators may readily sup-
port during interactive shared reading: phonological knowledge, which describes the
child’s sensitivity to how sounds come together to form syllables, words, and phrases.
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C H A P T E R  4

Building Phonological Knowledge:
Developing a Sensitivity 

to Sound Units of Language

BB
efore children enter formal reading instruction, an important precursory
ability that helps them to succeed in that instruction is phonological
awareness. Phonological awareness describes children’s nonlexical sensitiv-
ity to the sound structure of spoken language (Schatschneider, Francis,

Foorman, Fletcher, & Mehta, 1999; Stahl & Murray, 1994). Phonological awareness
is nonlexical in that it requires children to focus on the sound structure of a word or
syllable rather than attending to its lexical or semantic attributes. For instance, asked
what rhymes with pig (a phonological task), the child must consider its sound struc-
ture rather than its meaning. Phonological awareness is also a metalinguistic skill,
meaning that it requires children to concentrate on and talk about language as an ob-
ject of scrutiny. Engaging in phonological tasks, such as rhyming or matching words
on the basis of specific sounds (e.g., the first sound in a word), requires children to
work at a metalinguistic level, which may ease their transition to other academic tasks
that also require attention toward language.

How Phonological Knowledge Develops
Phonological awareness is one aspect of a child’s broader phonological system, which
was described in chapter 1 as part of the language system. As children develop their
phonological system, they also begin to focus on how the sounds of speech are used
to organize spoken and written language. This aspect of phonological development
is phonological awareness, and it is a domain of development that integrates lan-
guage and literacy. From birth, children begin to learn the sounds that constitute
speech, and phonological awareness emerges sometime in the period between birth
and kindergarten for most children. Although the major achievements in phonolog-
ical awareness emerge in a fairly predictable and regular developmental sequence for
most children, not all children reach these achievements at the same time. For in-
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stance, one of the earliest phonological awareness developments is recognizing that
multisyllabic words can be broken into smaller units, or syllables (e.g., multiply is mul-
ti-ply). Some children may achieve this understanding by 2 years, other children
may achieve it at 4 years, and some may not achieve it until first grade through di-
rect instruction. Children’s achievements in phonological awareness are highly con-
tingent upon children’s high-quality and sensitive exposure to explicit,
phonology-focused interactions with more capable peers, such as parents and teach-
ers. These interactions might include listening to nursery rhymes, playing sound
games, or being read books that feature salient phonological patterns. Within such
interactions, children’s phonological awareness is fostered by the adult, who explic-
itly and intentionally draws the child’s attention to phonological patterns.

Phonological awareness progresses from an understanding of larger units of
sound, such as whole words and syllables, to an understanding of smaller units of
sound, such as phonemes (e.g., Carroll, Snowling, Hulme, & Stevenson, 2003; Goswami
& Bryant, 1990). Around 2 years of age, many children begin to understand that the
phonological (sound) structures of words are separate from their meanings. Many chil-
dren are even able to detect and produce patterns of rhyme, as evidenced by their un-
derstanding of nursery rhymes. By the time children are 3 years of age, they also may
become sensitive to alliteration, or the sharing of an initial phoneme across words and
syllables (Justice & Schuele, 2004). Alliteration is incorporated in many children’s books,
including Watch William Walk by Ann Jonas (1997). Around 4 years of age, children may
be able to understand that words are composed of syllables, and many are able to ma-
nipulate these syllables based on onset–rime distinctions. An onset contains all of the
sounds in a syllable that precede the first vowel (e.g., spr- in spring), and a rime con-
tains the first vowel sound in a syllable and all the sounds that follow it (e.g., -ing in
spring). Eventually, children are able to represent words and syllables as comprising a se-
ries of discrete phonemes, at which point they are exhibiting phonemic awareness.
Children with phonemic awareness can blend a series of phonemes to make a word and
can segment a word into its constituent phonemes. Although children need not have
phonemic awareness to be able to learn to read, children who have a reasonably well-
developed sensitivity to the sound structure of language are better able to profit from
beginning reading instruction than children without this sensitivity (Torgesen, Wagner,
& Rashotte, 1994). Also, children who have problems acquiring phonological awareness
will proceed more slowly in reading instruction in kindergarten and first grade, which
may set the stage for a host of later literacy-related problems (Stothard, Snowling,
Bishop, Chipchase, & Kaplan, 1998). Helping parents to support their children’s phono-
logical knowledge in the home environment is an important goal of early education. On
the next page, we provide some tips for parents that can foster children’s phonological
awareness in the home environment.
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How Interactive Reading Supports the Development
of Phonological Knowledge

For most children, adult–child storybook reading is a familiar routine that is comfort-
able, authentic, meaningful, and interesting to the child. When reading storybooks,
children are implicitly exposed to a great many phonological concepts, particularly
when they are read rhyming books or other books that feature phonological pat-
terns (e.g., alliteration). For some children, this implicit exposure is sufficient to pro-
voke the development of phonological awareness. For other children, however,
implicit exposure during interactive reading is not enough to stimulate phonological
learning; rather, explicit guidance in the phonological structure of language is needed
(Bailey, 1989; Watkins & Bunce, 1996). In moving from an implicit to an explicit focus,
the adult intentionally guides the child to view phonological concepts as interesting
and warranting exploration. This takes the child beyond mere exposure to salient
phonological rhythms (e.g., Hickory dickory dock, the mouse ran up the clock) to ex-
ploration and careful consideration of those concepts (e.g., “I think I heard a rhyme!
Dock and clock. Hmm, what else rhymes with dock and clock? Let’s think of some...”).

Phonological awareness activities are easy to infuse into interactive reading
sessions. While reading, adults can comment on sound patterns that they hear and
can involve children by having them focus on sounds as well. The adult can scaffold
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T i p s  f o r  P a r e n t s

Parents can help children build phonological awareness in almost any
setting. The parent simply needs to draw the child’s attention to the sounds
that make up sentences, words, or syllables. For example, when driving in
the car, parents can create phonological awareness games for children by
having them look out the window to see if they can find things that rhyme,
things that start with the same sound, and things that end with the same
sound. Following are some examples to say to your child:

• “Let’s look for things we see that rhyme with bag.”

• “Let’s look for things that start with a /b/ sound.”

• “Let’s look for things that end with a /p/ sound.”



the child’s interactions with sound units to support the child’s phonological aware-
ness at a level beyond what is possible independently. Strategies that appear partic-
ularly beneficial include modeling (e.g., “Those two words rhyme”), contrasting
(e.g., “These words rhyme, and these do not”), extending (e.g., “Both of those words
start with /b/. What letter makes the /b/ sound?”), and withdrawing support as
the child progresses (e.g., “You did this one last time. Do you remember the first
sound in ‘fish’?”) (e.g., Justice & Pullen, 2003; Skibbe, Behnke, & Justice, in press).

Interactive Reading Activities 
for Building Phonological Knowledge

Here we present approaches to using interactive reading to help children develop
phonological awareness. Specifically, five activities are aligned to the following objec-
tives that are arranged in a developmental sequence to model children’s achieve-
ments in phonological awareness.

1. To segment sentences at the word level

2. To segment words into syllables and blend parts of words

3. To demonstrate rhyme awareness and rhyme production

4. To demonstrate awareness of and produce beginning sounds

5. To demonstrate awareness of and produce final sounds

These and other early phonological skills provide a foundation for children’s
later reading ability (e.g., Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnston, 2004). Children
need not work solely on one achievement until mastery. A child may not be able to
rhyme with total success (our third objective) yet still can engage in phonological
tasks that require greater sophistication, such as matching words on the basis of fi-
nal sounds (our fifth objective). Children can engage in both easier and harder tasks
when adults provide scaffolding that is sensitive and supportive.

Taking Apart Sentences
Objective: To segment sentences at the word level

Storybook: Busy, Busy Mouse (2003) by Virginia Kroll, illustrated by Fumi Kosaka

Description: This story looks at the parallel activities of a mouse and a family
during the day and night. It has many short sentences, which makes it a great book
for introducing segmentation.
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To encourage an interest in segmenting sentences, adults are encouraged to use
the following techniques:

1. To comment on the length of sentences

2. To clap for each word of the sentence

3. To ask children to “say just a little bit of ‘sentence’” (Fox & Routh, 1975) until
children break the sentence down to the word level

Interactive Reading Experience Using Busy, Busy Mouse
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–6)

Up comes the sun. Adult: I can clap for all of the words in this sen-
tence: “Up [clap] comes [clap] the [clap] sun
[clap].” Wow! That’s four different words.

Good morning, everyone. Adult: Can you clap for all of the words in this
sentence? I’ll clap with you. “Good [clap] morning
[clap], everyone [clap].”

Baby crying. Adult: Can you say just a little bit of this sentence?

Child: “Baby.”

Adult: Great! That’s a word. Crying is a word, too.
There are two words in this sentence, baby and
crying [points to words while reading].

Eggs frying. Adult: There are two words in this sentence, too!
Eggs is a word, and frying is a word [points to
words].

Clay smashing. Adult: Can you clap for all of the words in this
sentence? There are two words: “Clay [clap]
smashing [clap].”

Blocks bashing. Adult: Can you say just a little bit of this sentence?

Child: “Blocks.”

Adult: Great! That’s a word. Bashing is a word, too.

Segmenting sentences at the word level is one of the easier phonological
awareness tasks for a child to master. In this activity, note how the adult explicitly
scaffolds the child to engage with the sound structure of oral language during the
shared reading interaction. The adult scaffolds the child’s phonological awareness
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using a number of different approaches (e.g., clapping for words, talking about dif-
ferent words) to supply a multisensory experience for the child. For the most part,
the adult models the phonological concepts for the child, giving exposure to phono-
logical units (e.g., words) that the child may not attend to otherwise at a metalin-
guistic level.

What’s in a Word?
Objective: To segment words into syllables and blend parts of words

Storybook: If You Give a Pig a Pancake (1998) by Laura Numeroff, illustrated by
Felicia Bond

Description: This delightful story about the adventures of a pig and her caretaker
features many good opportunities for segmenting and blending words.

If You Give a Pig a Pancake is an excellent storybook to encourage children’s inter-
est in the sounds of words. It includes compound words, such as pancake, that are
made up of two separate words. Compound words make it easier for children to think
about the separate parts of any one word. To encourage an interest in segmenting
and blending words, adults are encouraged to use the following four techniques
throughout the reading:

1. To comment on the parts of words

2. To clap out the different parts of words (e.g., bu-bbles)

3. To encourage children to say the parts of compound words separately (e.g.,
homesick without the home)

4. To help children combine syllables of words together (e.g., “Pan and cake are
two little words. What happens when we put them together?”)

Interactive Reading Experience Using If You Give 
a Pig a Pancake
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–9)

If you give a pig a pancake Adult: Pan and cake are two little words.

She’ll want some syrup to go with it. What happens when we squeeze them
together? Pancake! Yum. I love 
pancakes!
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You’ll give her some of your favorite Adult: Maple is a big word. It also has
maple syrup. two parts. We can clap for the parts of

maple [points to word]. Ma- [clap] -ple
[clap].

She’ll probably get all sticky. Adult: Sticky is a big word, too. It has two
parts. Can you clap for all of the parts in
sticky?

So she’ll want to take a bath. Adult: B-ath. What word would we get if
we put those sounds together? 

She’ll ask you for some bubbles. Adult: Bubbles is a big word that has two
parts. Let me clap it out for you: Bu-
[clap] -bbles [clap]. Can you try it with
me? Bu- [clap] -bbles [clap].

When you give her the bubbles, she’ll Adult: There’s that word bubbles again.
probably ask you for a toy. You’ll have to Remember that the word bubbles has two
find your rubber duck. parts. Can you try to clap it out by your-

self?

The duck will remind her of the farm Adult: Homesick is another big word.
where she was born. She might feel Let’s say homesick without the
homesick and want to visit her family. home.

For this activity, adults can make the task more challenging as children gain com-
petence in segmenting and blending. It is easiest to have children begin by manipulat-
ing compound words, where the syllables are also words themselves (e.g., homesick).
However, it is also possible to break down a word into its onset and rime unit (e.g.,
/b/-/ath/), or its individual phonemes (b-a-th) to make the activity more challenging. 

What Rhymes With That?
Objective: To demonstrate rhyme awareness and rhyme production

Storybook: In the Tall, Tall Grass (1991) by Denise Fleming

Description: This brightly colored book about creatures that live in the tall, tall
grass provides many opportunities for children to become aware of and produce
rhyme. On each page, there are a few boldly printed words, including multiple words
that rhyme.
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In the Tall, Tall Grass provides many examples of words that rhyme. It is a good
book for helping children to develop an awareness of rhyme and to try to produce
new rhymes themselves. To foster an interest in rhyming words, adults are encour-
aged to use the following two techniques throughout the reading:

1. To comment on how the words in the story rhyme

2. To ask children to think of words that rhyme with simple words in the book

Interactive Reading Experience Using In the Tall, Tall Grass
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–10)

In the tall, tall grass... Adult: The word tall is on this page twice
[points to each word]. Can you think of
any words that might rhyme with tall?

Crunch, munch, caterpillars lunch Adult: There are three words on this page
that rhyme! Look here: crunch, munch,
and lunch [points to each word].

Dart, dip, hummingbirds sip Adult: Dip and sip rhyme on this page
[points to each word]. Can you think of
another word that would rhyme with dip
and sip?

Strum, drum, bees hum Adult: Wow! There are a lot of rhymes in
this book. Can you tell me what words
rhyme on this page?

Crack, snap, wings flap Adult: Snap and flap rhyme, too! Let me
think of some other words that might
rhyme with them. I think cap and lap
would rhyme with snap and flap.

For this activity, adults should note that recognizing words that rhyme is easier
for children than producing the rhymes themselves.

Start at the Beginning
Objective: To demonstrate awareness of and produce beginning sounds

Storybook: Sheep in a Shop (1991) by Nancy Shaw, illustrated by Margot Apple
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Description: There’s a birthday, and the sheep must find a present for the party!
This book includes many examples of beginning sounds, and it also includes many in-
stances of rhyme.

Sheep in a Shop provides many examples of words that have the same first sound.
It also includes many words that rhyme, so adults can use this book to reinforce the
lessons learned in Activity 4.3. For this storybook, adults are encouraged to use the
following three techniques throughout the reading:

1. To comment on the beginning sounds of words

2. To ask children to make the first sounds of words themselves

3. To ask children to say a word as slowly as they can to help them to isolate
the first sound in the word

Interactive Reading Experience Using Sheep in a Shop
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–6)

A birthday’s coming. Hip Hooray! Adult: The sheep must be excited about
their birthday party. I see something else
exciting—two words that start with the
same exact sound! Hip and Hooray both
start with the same sound [points to
words]: Hhhh. 

Five sheep shop for the big, big day. Adult: I see two more words that start
with the same sound: Sh-sh-sheep and sh-
sh-shop. What sound do both words start
with? I want you to say sheep as slowly as
you can. Ready. Go ahead.

Child: Shhhh.

Adult: OK, stop. That’s the first sound in
sheep. Try it again.

Child: Shhh...sheep and shop.

Adult: Good job!

Sheep find rackets. Sheep find rockets. Adult: Rackets and rockets both start with
the same sound, too. Rrrrr. Will you
make that sound with me?

Adult and child: Rrrrrr.
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Adult: Wow! That was great! Rrrrrrackets
and Rrrrrrockets.

Sheep find jackets full of pockets. Adult: I see two more words that start
with the same sound: Find and full
[points to the words]. Can you tell me
what sound they both start with? 

Sheep find blocks. Sheep wind clocks. Adult: There’s that word sheep again. Can
you remember the sound that sheep
starts with?

Note that it is easier for a child to learn about beginning sounds than ending
sounds. It is also easier for children to attend to beginning sounds and ending sounds
when they are singletons (just one phoneme alone, like the beginning sound /s/ in sun
and sock) rather than consonant clusters (combinations of phonemes, like the beginning
sound /st/ in star and story). The easier the word structure, the easier it is for children to
focus on the phonological units; by contrast, the more complex the word structure, the
more scaffolding will be required by the adult to assist the child’s performance.

Ending on a Same Note
Objective: To demonstrate awareness of and produce final sounds

Storybook: The Big Hat (1999) by Bobby Lynn Maslen

Description: This book is part of a series called Bob Books Fun! and is a short story
that uses very simple words. Many of the words in this series of books end with the
same sound, so this is a great book for children to begin to learn about final sounds.

The Big Hat provides a number of words that have the same final sound that chil-
dren can listen for. Because pointing out the final sounds of words is the most diffi-
cult activity for children in this chapter, we selected a simpler book in order to make
the task easier for children. Adults are asked to use the following techniques when
discussing final sounds with a child:

1. To comment on the final sounds of words

2. To ask children to attend to final sounds within the book

Interactive Reading Experience Using The Big Hat
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–8)

Rex was a big dog. Adult: Big and dog both end with the
same sound [points to words and 
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emphasizes final sound]. /g/ Can you
say that with me?

Adult and child: /g/

Rex sat on the hat. Adult: There are two words that end with
the same sound in this sentence. Do you
know what they are?

Max was mad at Rex. Adult: Wow! This sentence has two
words that end with the same sound,
too. Max and Rex [emphasizes final
ending of words]. 

Tex was mad at Rex. Adult: Listen carefully. Can you tell me
which two words end with the same
sound? Here’s a hint: It’s the same final
sound that we just heard on the last
page.

Additional Storybooks 
for Building Phonological Awareness

Bear Snores On (2001) by Karma Wilson, illustrated by Jane Chapman

This story is about a bear that slumbers through a cold winter while other animals
throw a party in his cave. This story features many sentences of varying lengths, and
it also includes several instances of beginning sounds and rhyme, making it a wonder-
ful book to practice many of the activities featured in this chapter.

Chicka Chicka Boom Boom (1989) by Bill Martin Jr and John Archambault, illus-
trated by Lois Ehlert

This is a fun alphabet book that provides children with a number of opportunities to
practice rhyming concepts. This book includes a lot of repetition, so it may be ideal for
those children who are just learning how to rhyme.

Froggy Gets Dressed (1992) by Jonathan London, illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz

In this story, Froggy wants to go out and play in the snow even though he is sup-
posed to be sleeping all winter. This story provides some wonderful examples of be-
ginning sounds (e.g., Zup! Zat! Zwit!) and also includes compound words (e.g.,
outside, underwear) that are easier for children to segment.
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Goose on the Loose (2001) by Phil Roxbee Cox, illustrated by Stephen Cartwright

This lift-the-flap book about a goose who is riding around town on her scooter pro-
vides many instances of rhyme. It also provides many places for adults to comment
on beginning sounds (e.g., Rooster Ron).

In the Small, Small Pond (1993) by Denise Fleming

Similar in nature to In the Tall, Tall Grass, this boldly colored book tells a tale of crea-
tures who live in a pond. This book contains many opportunities for children to pro-
duce and become aware of rhyme. There are also a number of words in the story that
would facilitate a lesson on beginning sounds (e.g., waddle, wade).

Sam Sheep Can’t Sleep (2000) by Phil Roxbee Cox, illustrated by Stephen
Cartwright

This adventure about a sheep that cannot sleep provides many opportunities for children
to become aware of rhyme. The sentences and words in this story are simple, which
may make it easier for children to understand. This story can also be used to teach the
concept of segmenting sentences. However, because most words have only one sylla-
ble, this story may not be ideal for teaching children how to segment and blend words.

Sheep Out to Eat (1992) by Nancy Shaw, illustrated by Margot Apple

This story details the adventures of sheep as they try to eat out at a restaurant. This
book includes many instances of rhyme and provides opportunities for children to
discuss beginning sounds.

There Was an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly (1997) by Simms Taback

This folk tale about an old woman who swallows a fly (and then swallows a spider
to eat the fly) does not end well for the old woman. However, it does provide many
good opportunities for children to become aware of and produce rhyme. It also pro-
vides many opportunities to discuss print concepts.

Where’s Curly? (2003) by Heather Amery, illustrated by Stephen Cartwright

This lift-the-flap book follows Poppy and Sam as they look for Curly the Pig. It con-
tains many words that are appropriate for segmentation activities, such as farmyard,
everywhere, and woodshed.

Zin! Zin! Zin! A Violin (1995) by Lloyd Moss, illustrated by Marjorie Priceman

This entertaining story about the instruments that make up an orchestra is brightly il-
lustrated and includes many opportunities for learning about rhyme. With many
phrases such as “mournful moan,” it also provides examples for children to think
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about beginning sounds. This story is somewhat complex for preschoolers and in-
cludes many novel words, such as nonet.

This chapter has identified specific approaches to supporting phonological
knowledge in young children within the shared storybook reading interaction.
Phonological knowledge, also termed phonological awareness, is an important
achievement during early childhood, and skills in this area help to ease children’s tran-
sition to learning to read. Helping children develop their sensitivities to words, sylla-
bles, and individual sounds as units of spoken language can be readily integrated
into shared reading interactions. Adults can scaffold children’s awareness of these
sound units by helping with difficult tasks and relinquishing this help as children
progress. Chapter 5 discusses an area of early literacy development that, like phono-
logical knowledge, helps prepare children for learning how to read. This area of devel-
opment, alphabet knowledge, describes children’s knowledge of the individual letters
of the alphabet. Along with phonological knowledge, alphabet knowledge helps
children crack the code of how letters and sounds go together in the written alpha-
betic language.
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C H A P T E R  5

Building Alphabet Knowledge:
Learning About the Features 

and Names of Letters

AA
lphabet knowledge has received considerable attention as an important as-
pect of literacy development during the preschool and kindergarten years.
Children who come to beginning reading instruction with well-developed
knowledge of the alphabet progress more readily in that instruction com-

pared to children who do not have this knowledge (e.g., Walpole, Chow, & Justice,
2004), and preschoolers’ knowledge of the alphabet is one of the better predictors of
reading success (Storch & Whitehurst, 2002). Put simply, alphabet knowledge describes
children’s knowledge about the letters of the alphabet. However, this definition should
not be interpreted into an educational practice whereby we drill young children to
memorize all the letters. Research suggests that children who have well-developed
knowledge of the alphabet have had more experiences with the alphabet across di-
verse types of literacy genres (Senechal, LeFevre, Thomas, & Daley, 1998). The research
of Senechal and colleagues has suggested that the amount of experience children have
with books in the home environment is one of the better predictors of alphabet knowl-
edge in kindergarten and first grade. Experiences with the alphabet in meaningful and
contextualized activities, such as interactive reading, can help children make connec-
tions between the alphabet letters and their broader purpose for reading. Therefore, as
educators, we want to encourage children’s early interest in the alphabet within the
context of a large array of meaningful, contextualized, and engaging literacy activi-
ties. Interactive reading is an optimal way to foster children’s emerging interest in let-
ters as symbolic tools and to enhance children’s early understanding of how letters
work to carry meaning in written language.

How Alphabet Knowledge Develops
Children who are reared in literate households in which book reading experiences are
frequent begin to show emerging knowledge of the alphabet during the first three
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years of life. Some children will even know a letter or two before their second birth-
day, particularly those children whose caregivers engage them often in playing with
the alphabet (e.g., in books, with magnets). These children may, for instance, recog-
nize some of the letters in their names, show interest in specific letters occurring in
the environment on signs or labels, and may begin to write some letters with which
they are especially familiar (Chaney, 1994). Children’s knowledge of the alphabet is
particularly evidenced in their gradual achievement in learning how to write their
own names. Children move through a predictable sequence as they learn to write
their own names, moving from a scribble to use of random symbols, to use of a few
random symbols combined with a letter or two, to use of a majority of correct letters,
to production of their names accurately (Welsch, Sullivan, & Justice, 2003). Many
children reared in literate homes or who attend quality preschools move through
these stages before their fifth birthday. By 5 years of age, children often are familiar
with the letters that make up their own names, a phenomenon referred to as the
“own-name advantage” (Treiman & Broderick, 1998). An informative study by
Treiman and Broderick showed that 79% of preschoolers from middle class homes
were able to identify the first letter in their own names, a figure that is particularly
high compared to children reared in low-income homes (Justice & Ezell, 2001). For
the latter group, less than 50% of preschoolers could name the first letter of their own
names. Also interesting is that children’s acquisition of letter names appears to be
related to the order of the alphabet (McBride-Chang, 1999), which is likely due to
children’s greater amount of exposure to the beginning letters of the alphabet.

An important concept for educators and parents to understand is that the de-
velopment of alphabet knowledge is a cultural phenomenon rather than a develop-
mental phenomenon. Children’s learning about the alphabet is driven by their
cultural and social experiences with the world around them more so than any sort
of developmental force. This is presumably why children with few experiences with
print and books in the home environment have underdeveloped knowledge about
the alphabet compared to children with more experiences with print (e.g., Bowey,
1995; Fernandez-Fein & Baker, 1997). When considering how to educate children
about the alphabet, educators and parents should keep in mind these most important
rules of thumb—to indoctrinate children to viewing the alphabet as an object wor-
thy of interest and attention as early as possible and to understand that the concept
of “developmental appropriateness” should not hold back these experiences. A 1-
year-old child being reared with exposure to an alphabetic system is able to consider
aspects of the alphabet as interesting as any other symbol system, including spoken
words, stuffed animals, and storybooks.

Early indoctrination into how the alphabet works is important in a society that
expects children, by age 5, to be relatively knowledgeable about the alphabet as a
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written language system. Kindergarten programs increasingly emphasize children’s
learning of the correspondence between letters (graphemes) and sounds
(phonemes) and children’s application of this knowledge to beginning reading.
Instruction that focuses on helping children discover the systematic relationships
between letters and sounds, or phonics, is most useful for children who are familiar
with the alphabet. Put another way, children who come to kindergarten with so-
phisticated knowledge of the letters are better able to profit from phonics instruction
and leave kindergarten better prepared for first-grade reading instruction. In turn,
these children tend to learn to read more quickly than children who enter kinder-
garten with only limited knowledge of the alphabet (Walpole et al., 2004). Helping
parents to support their children’s alphabet knowledge in the home environment is
an important goal of early education. Below, we provide some tips for parents to de-
velop children’s alphabet knowledge in the home environment.
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Parents can help foster an understanding of alphabet knowledge in their
children in many ways. One fun way to help children learn about letters
is to create characters for each of the letters, draw them, and have
children color them in and talk about them. Here are some examples:

• Turn a lowercase letter b into a bumblebee by adding wings, stripes,
and a stinger.

• Turn the letter Z into a zebra by adding a head, tail, and some stripes.
Your role is primarily to show your child that the alphabet is interesting and worthy
of attention. Children who consider the alphabet interesting will learn more about
the alphabet on their own as they seek it out and attend to it in their environments.
If your child comes to view the letter Z as interesting because of her play at home
with a parent, she will probably start to see the Z in everything (in the branches of a
tree, on a sign, in a book) and point it out to others around her. 

• Make an alphabet book with different animals representing each letter.



How Interactive Reading Supports 
the Development of Alphabet Knowledge

The first few years of life provide an important foundation for establishing chil-
dren’s familiarity with the alphabet. This learning should be fun and adventuresome
for young children; a central premise of this chapter is that inciting early interest in
print can promote children’s long-term interest in reading and literacy. Many children
enjoy the symbolic nature of oral language, which provides them a means to share
their needs, interests, and experiences with others through their words. Likewise, chil-
dren can be guided early in life to appreciate the symbolic nature of written language,
which unlocks for them an additional tool for expressing themselves to others. The
role of the early educator—including teachers, parents, and other specialists—is to
promote children’s familiarity and interest in the alphabet in a variety of contexts.
Storybook reading provides a highly contextualized and engaging springboard for fos-
tering children’s initial discoveries about the alphabet, influencing both familiarity
and interest. In fact, in our opinion, books provide an avenue for alphabetic discov-
eries that is surpassed by no other early childhood activity. Research by Justice and
Ezell (2002) supports the point of using books to enhance children’s familiarity with
the alphabet. Justice and Ezell measured the knowledge of individual letters of the al-
phabet of 30 children attending a Head Start program at the start and end of a two-
month period. Half the children participated in regular storybook reading sessions
(24 sessions in two months) that included discussion about the pictures in the books,
whereas the other half participated in regular sessions that included discussion about
letters and words in the books. Children who participated in the picture-focused
reading sessions learned, on average, only one additional alphabet letter over the
two-month period. By contrast, children who participated in the print-focused read-
ing sessions learned an average of four additional letters during the two months. This
suggests that storybook reading interactions that feature conversation about the
pictures do not stimulate alphabet learning a great deal but that including a more
explicit focus on the alphabet can increase alphabet learning by about fourfold. The
intentional educator can capitalize on these research discoveries to rouse a child’s
long-term interest in the alphabetic code and knowledge about the individual letters.

Interactive Reading Activities for Building
Alphabet Knowledge

Here we present titles and descriptions of storybooks that provide an excellent con-
text for developing children’s early familiarity and interest in alphabet knowledge. We
also provide guidance for specific interactional approaches adult readers can use to
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guide children’s development of alphabetic skills. These activities are arranged to en-
able children to achieve the following objectives:

1. To develop an interest in alphabet letters

2. To recognize that letters are a specific type of print unit

3. To recognize the differences between letters

4. To identify several letters in their own names

5. To identify several additional letters

These objectives are certainly not all the possible objectives that can be ad-
dressed in the area of alphabet knowledge during interactive reading. However, by
developing a foundational level of skill in these areas, the child is likely to have the
precursory knowledge and interest concerning the alphabet to propel further discov-
eries within interactive reading as well as other diverse literacy contexts.

Letters on the Bus
Objective: To develop an interest in alphabet letters

Storybook: School Bus (1984) by Donald Crews

Description: This richly illustrated storybook features print-salient qualities: few
words per page, repetitive print, and print embedded in the illustrations, many of
which are familiar terms for children (e.g., stop, bus, walk). This storybook can foster
highly contextualized adult–child interactions about print in general and alphabet let-
ters specifically.

School Bus is a useful storybook to encourage a child’s interest in alphabet letters,
as are other storybooks by Donald Crews (e.g., Flying, 1986; Harbor, 1982; Sail Away,
1995). Throughout this book, letters are a prominent feature within both the text and
the illustrations. To encourage an interest in the alphabet, the adult is encouraged to
use the following two techniques throughout the reading:

1. Comment on letters

2. Point to specific letters

In using these techniques, the goal is not to engage the child in conversations about
letters but to incite an interest in the alphabet as an important and relevant part of
the storybook reading experience. The adult does this by simply commenting about
letters without questioning—unlike questioning, adult commenting does not obligate
the child to respond. Commenting, coupled with pointing, guides the child’s visual 
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attention toward the alphabet as a prominent and interesting part of the storybook,
as demonstrated in the following example.

Interactive Reading Experience Using School Bus
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–10)

Yellow school bus. Adult: Wow! There are a lot of buses. And on
each bus it says, School Bus [points to the two
words]. School Bus starts with an S and ends
with an S [points to each letter].

Large and small. Adult: And there it says School Bus again on
top of the little bus [points to the two words].
And there’s an S and an S [points to each let-
ter]. We saw those letters on the last page.

Empty yellow buses cross the town. Adult: There’s an S again—right on the back of
that bus [points to the letter S]. Lots of Ss in
this book.

STOP. Adult: There’s an S in this word, right there
[points to the letter S].

GO. Adult: No S in that word—there’s a G and an O
[points to the letters G and O].

Again, what is important to note in the preceding extratextual conversation is
that there is no obligation for the child to participate in the alphabet-focused com-
mentary. Instead, the adult is taking the lead in showing the child that the alphabet—
specifically the letter S—is an object that is worthy of attention. The adult does not
require that the child discuss the letter but focuses on facilitating the child’s interest
in and attention to the alphabet within the context of an enjoyable reading session.
Children can chime in and engage in alphabet-focused conversation if they are so
enticed, but this level of participation is clearly not required.

Letters on the Ground
Objective: To recognize that letters are a specific type of print unit

Storybook: The Awful Aardvarks Go to School (1997) by Reeve Lindbergh, illus-
trated by Tracey Campbell Pearson
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Description: This rhyming storybook provides an abundance of opportunities for
adults and children to talk about the alphabet letters. This fun book tells the story of
a family of aardvarks who go to school and cause lots of trouble. The narrative fea-
tures a rhyming pattern that emphasizes alliteration and rhyming patterns that flow
from A to Z (e.g., “They angered the Anteater, Ate All the Ants, and Bullied the Bunny,
they pulled down his pants!”). In addition to provoking fun conversation about the
aardvarks’ antics, the storybook provides an outstanding springboard for talking
about letters and sounds. This is bolstered by the authors’ inventive inclusion of the
entire alphabet string printed across the top of each page.

To encourage children’s awareness of alphabet letters as specific types of print
units, the adult can comment about the alphabet within the context of the story-
book reading. The adult can focus this commentary on explaining how letters work in
storybooks and how letters are different than other types of print (e.g., numbers,
words, punctuation units). Using the storybook, the adult can point out how upper-
case letters are different than lowercase letters, a concept that is supported by the
inclusion of uppercase and lowercase letters presented along the top of each page.
In using these techniques, the goal is to expose children to key concepts about the al-
phabet letters. For young children, mastery is not expected, yet the adult leads the
child’s learning to target concepts that are beyond the child’s independent skills
though not so difficult as to frustrate the child.

Interactive Reading Experience Using The Awful Aardvarks
Go to School
Text Extratextual Conversation
(title page and pp. 1–2)

The Awful Aardvarks Go to School Adult: That’s the name of this book. Look at
all those letters lying on the ground. I wonder
if the chicken is going to eat them! I hope not.

Child: He will get sick!

Adult: You’re right. We really shouldn’t eat
letters. You know that letter. It’s an A. That is
an uppercase A, and that is a lowercase a.

Child: Uppercase A, lowercase a.

Adult: You got it.

The day the Aardvarks came into our Adult: Uh oh. The aardvarks break some rules
school was Alphabet Awful—they What are some rules you think the aardvarks
broke every rule! are going to break?
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Child: Throwing stuff.

Adult: Yes, you see paper airplanes flying here.
No throwing in the classroom is a good rule.

Adult: Look at all these letters up here at the
top. Do you want to say them with me?

Child: A, B, C...Z.

Adult: That’s great! See, these letters go into
these words.

Child: Those are the words.

Adult: Right, and these letters make the
words. See, this s goes into this word, school.

Child: S in school. And that T goes in this word.

Adult: Yes. That word has a T. That is great.
You put the letter into the word! It says, “The.”

Note how the adult uses a variety of techniques to draw the child’s attention to
the letters and to think about how letters and words are different types of print units.
The adult uses the storybook as a springboard for these alphabet-focused conversa-
tions, contextualizing a conversation focused on abstract concepts by placing it within
the familiar context of an interesting and meaningful storybook. Repeated exposure to
such concepts will gradually shape the child’s understanding of letters as print units.

The Old Man’s Alphabet
Objective: To recognize the differences between letters

Storybook: This Old Man (2000), illustrated by Carol Jones

Description: This richly illustrated rhyming book shares the “This Old Man” poem
with which most adults are familiar: “This old man he played...ONE. He played nick
nack on my....” Children find great delight in watching what the old man strikes with
a set of drumsticks, and with time they become very familiar with the poem and song
that go with it. This book also has a useful feature for promoting children’s interest
in alphabet letters and discussing the distinctive features of letters: on each page,
the all-capital-letter printing of the numbers (e.g., he played...ONE) and the words that
rhyme with these numbers (...DRUM). Because the storybook does not present a
traditional narrative story, stopping to talk about letters and words does not detract
greatly from the text.
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When reading This Old Man, adults can use the storybook as a springboard to
introduce conversation focused on the alphabet letters, particularly the distinctive
features of various letters. The storybook facilitates this kind of conversation by pre-
senting words throughout the book in uppercase letters, such as ONE, TWO, THREE
and DRUM, SHOE, and KNEE. Children become knowledgeable about the rhyming
patterns in the book relatively quickly, which allows them to focus their resources and
interests on other features of the book without being distracted. These words can be
used as opportunities to talk about how each letter has its own special features and
name, as demonstrated in the following example of an adult–child shared reading ex-
perience using This Old Man.

Interactive Reading Experience Using This Old Man
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–7)

This old man he played... ONE. Adult: What do you think he’ll play nick nack on?
He played nick nack on my... Child: Drum!

Adult: Oh, you remember from last time! You
are right: It’s nick nack on my drum. Here it
says drum.

Child: Drum.

Adult: D-R-U-M. Which one is the M; can you
find it?

Child: This one? [points to D]

Adult: That’s a D. See, it has a big belly that
hangs out on its side [traces D with finger]. This
one is the M. Like mountains. Played nick nack
on my drum. Pretty silly.

This old man he played... TWO. Child: Shoe.
He played nick nack on my... Adult: You got it. You knew it before I did.

Child: I knew it. That says shoe.

Adult: Right on. S-H-O-E. Look at how the O is
like a big circle.

Child: It’s a big circle [traces the O with his
finger].
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Adult: But the S is like a snake. It is different
than the O. Move your finger like this [moves
finger along the S].

Child: S.

Adult: Right. These are all different letters. S-H-
O-E.

One can see how the storybook and its salient print features provide a ready
context for a metalinguistic conversation focused on the distinctive features of differ-
ent letters. With repeated engagement in conversations like the one in this activity,
the child learns that the alphabet is an object worthy of conversation and simulta-
neously develops a familiarity with the unique visual representation of each letter.

The Alphabet Cat
Objective: To identify several letters in his or her own name

Storybook: Top Cat (1998) by Lois Ehlert

Description: This book is engaging, with its unique story line, creative illustrations,
and innovative print features on all book pages—all common features of Ehlert’s
children’s books. In this book, a new cat is brought into a home and the veteran cat
feels threatened. Soon, however, the two cats become friends and cause loads of trou-
ble. Ehlert uses very few words to tell her story, and these words are in large print,
making them easy to talk about and focus upon in alphabet-centered discussions.
Also, as in other Ehlert books, she has small printed words sprinkled across the page,
such as the words “swish swish” next to a cat’s tail and the “jingle jingle” next to the
bell on a cat’s collar. These added print features provide excellent conversation
starters to talk to children about print, including the alphabet.

Egocentric thinking is a unique mark of childhood that adults can cultivate when
developing children’s knowledge of the alphabet. Often, the earliest letters learned by
children are the letters of their own names, with knowledge of their first initial devel-
oping first. Children who know just a few letters of the alphabet tend to know their
own first initial and the first initial of names of a few family members, such as a
brother and sister. Using storybooks to foster children’s knowledge of the letters in
their own names and the names of others close to them is a useful technique for
building children’s alphabet knowledge. Adults should not hold back from incorporat-
ing print-focused conversations into storybook reading experiences, as demonstrat-
ed in the following example.
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Interactive Reading Experience Using Top Cat
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 9–12)

And I don’t like your cute little face. Adult: Oh, that’s not very nice!

Child: He is naughty.

Adult: That cat is being very naughty. I think he
has a cute face.
Look at these words here. See this first big let-
ter? Do you know this one?

Child: A!

Adult: Yes, A like in your name.

Child: A for Alexis.

Adult: A for Alexis. And this one is a...

Child: I don’t know.

Adult: This is the letter I. Like in Isaac. You know
Isaac.

Child: Yes, he’s in my class.

Adult: I for Isaac. What other letters are in your
name? Let’s see if we can find some. Let’s look
for an L.

Child: I don’t know what it looks like.

Adult: Well, this is a lowercase l here. This one.
That’s the l that is in your name. Let’s keep
looking for Ls while we read this.

I’ll fight you and bite you behind Child: I see one!
the ear... Adult: What do you see?

Child: Ls. L, L.

Adult: Look at that. Two ls in the word I’ll. You
found two ls. Like in your name. I’m impressed.

In this storybook reading activity using Ehlert’s Top Cat, the large narrative print
provides both the adult and the child the opportunity to talk about letters, particular-
ly those letters in the child’s name. When children read books with adults, they tend
to follow the lead of the adult in discovering salient aspects of the book. If adults
talk about the pictures, children will do so also. If adults talk about print, including 
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letters of the alphabet, children will do that also (Justice, Weber, Ezell, & Bakeman,
2002). Here, the adult shows the child that storybooks provide an appropriate con-
text for talking about letters, and the child readily begins to explore on her own the
extent to which books feature the letters of her name.

Door Starts With D
Objective: To identify several additional letters

Storybook: Nibbly Mouse (1994) by David Drew, illustrated by Penny Newman

Description: This creative picture book sets children on a mission to discover what
Nibbly Mouse finds upon eating holes in various things. For instance, Nibbly Mouse
eats a hole in a cake...can you imagine what she saw? Children get two types of clues
to guess what Nibbly Mouse finds. The first clue is a hole in the page that reveals a
small piece of the next illustration. The second clue is a letter—for instance, “it starts
with a d.” Nibbly Mouse sees things in this book that start with a d (door), a b (blanket),
and a c (cake), among others. The book provides a ready context for engaging children
in stimulating guessing games, with a built-in mechanism for incorporating the al-
phabet into these games.

Once children realize that the alphabet is a worthy object of their attention
and they have come to identify a few letters—particularly those in their own names—
adults must provide them with additional learning opportunities to become familiar
with all the other letters. This familiarity will not happen in a day; instead, children
need multiple exposures to the 26 letters in a variety of contexts and with different
levels of support. For each letter, children will also need to learn both the uppercase
and lowercase forms. Books like Nibbly Mouse provide excellent targeted opportuni-
ties to engage children in focused conversations about specific letters; in Nibbly
Mouse, attention focuses on the lowercase letters b, t, c, and d as children play guess-
ing games to figure out what Nibbly Mouse sees. The context of this book provides a
natural scaffold for enticing children to study different letters and to think about how
they sound and what they do.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Nibbly Mouse
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 8–11)

Nibbly Mouse ate a hole in my basket. Adult: Oh, it starts with c.
Now what can this be? It starts with c. Child: What starts with c?
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Adult: Well, that’s your job. This is the letter c,
and we have to think of things that start with
a c.

Child: That’s a c.

Adult: Yes. This is a c. It’s a letter. It makes the
/k/ sound. And it’s a clue for us about what
Nibbly Mouse sees. Let’s see. Some things
that start with the letter c...Camera. Cookie.
Cat. What do you think?

Child: Cat.

Adult: Cat starts with c. Good. Let’s see.

Child: Cake!

Adult: Ahh, he found cake. Cake does start
with c. We didn’t think of that.

Child: I thought of it.

Adult: Oh, you did! Let’s do another one.

Then what did she see? It starts with d. Child: Starts with d.

Adult: Good! That’s a d there. It makes the
sound /d/.

Child: d.

Adult: Starts with d.

Child: Candle.

Adult: That’s a candle on the cake. But we
need to think of things that start with the
letter d. d makes a /d/ sound. Dog, dandelion,
daisy...The letter d. Hmmm.

Child: Windows!

Adult: Those do look like windows through
the hole. But window, /w/, doesn’t start with
d. It starts with w. Let’s take a look.

Child: Door.

Adult: Door starts with d. That’s the d.

In the preceding extratextual conversation, the child is unfamiliar with the let-
ters being discussed but, under the guidance of a supportive educator, is also willing
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to focus on the letters and think about how they work. The adult uses this storybook
to build the child’s familiarity with new letters. With repeated exposures in the con-
text of this book and other learning opportunities, the child will become very familiar
with the letters c and d and will likely soon generate the sounds that go with these let-
ters as well as words that start with the letters. This well-crafted storybook helps chil-
dren make connections between letters, sounds, and the meaning that both
represent. The adult uses the storybook to support children’s discoveries as they move
from novices to experts.

Additional Storybooks for Building 
Alphabet Knowledge

David Gets in Trouble (2002) by David Shannon

This simple yet enjoyable storybook has David describing all the excuses he uses when
he gets in trouble. These include “I couldn’t help it,” “I forgot,” and the ubiquitous “The
dog ate my homework.” Children have an enjoyable time commiserating with David’s
failures (and excuses). What is also unusual about this book is that the narrative print
appears crafted by a child’s hand and contains very few words per page. One page, for
instance, has just these words: “I forgot!” While discussing David and his many excus-
es, adults can also use this book to begin to develop children’s awareness of differ-
ent letters and how they are used to create meaning.

Dear Mrs. LaRue: Letters From Obedience School (2002) by Mark Teague

Ike the dog writes letters to his owner as he thinks about escaping from his strict obe-
dience school. This book features many instances of print embedded in pictures.
Adults can use this embedded print as a means to comment on the alphabet letters
and the meaning that they carry.

Dear Zoo (1982) by Rod Campbell

This lift-the-flap book has a predictable yet enjoyable sequence of events as animals
are sent one by one from the zoo and then rejected for various reasons (e.g., the
camel is sent back because he is too grumpy). The predictability of the text, in addi-
tion to its large print and few words per page, provides an easy venue for engaging
children in talk about letters and print.

Freight Train (1978) by Donald Crews

Like all of Crews’s excellent books for young children, Freight Train provides a simple
story supported by colorful and rich illustrations. The simple text speaks to the in-
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terest in trains common to nearly all children, and in this book a train is explored as
it moves over a bridge and through a tunnel to finally disappear. Few words occur
on each page, and these appear in different colors, which entice children’s interest.
The adult can help children to focus on the words (“Look, these words are purple!”)
and use the words to initiate talk about the different attributes of letters and to search
for letters familiar to the child.

Froggy Plays Soccer (1999) by Jonathan London, illustrated by Frank Remkiewicz

This book tells the story of a frog and his soccer team as they learn some important
rules about how to handle a soccer ball, namely how to “head it, boot it, knee it, and
shoot it” without using their hands. Froggy Plays Soccer features patterns of repeated
letters. For example, on pages 2 and 3, the letter z is used seven times, making this
book a good choice for commenting on alphabet letters that children may see less fre-
quently.

Hug (2000) by Jez Alborough

This book is sure to be loved by infants and grandparents alike, with its focus on the
importance of relationships and—yes—hugs. In this picture book, which features
very few words, Bobo the monkey walks through the forest and becomes saddened
at the many hugs he witnesses among animals (e.g., snakes hugging, hippos hug-
ging). He repeats the word hug over and over on each page, yelling it with glee
when he finds his mother at the end and they unite in a warm embrace. Because
Hug features so few words and the same word over and over in all-capital letters,
children and adults can talk about these letters and incorporate an alphabet-
focused conversation within a broader discussion of the relationship between par-
ents and children.

Maisy at the Fair (2001) by Lucy Cousins

In this brightly illustrated book, Maisy and friends spend the day riding rides, eating,
and taking in all of the sights at the fair. This book highlights print by placing all text
on the left-hand pages and all pictures on the right-hand pages, making it appropri-
ate for focusing on specific words and letters apart from the story.

Rumble in the Jungle (1997) by Giles Andreae, illustrated by David Wojtowycz 

This book features informative rhyming verses about several jungle animals. It is
particularly useful for incorporating discussion of alphabet letters because outside
of the text, each animal name is featured in large print, along with a sound that ani-
mal might make.
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Spot’s First Walk (1981) by Eric Hill

In this book, Spot takes a walk and sees many interesting things. The appeal of Spot
books to young children is well known by most adults—children like the simple sto-
ry line and always enjoy lifting the flaps, which allows them to participate in the
story. The Spot books provide an additional valuable feature that may be less obvious,
and that is the minimalist use of print—few words per page and a large font. In this
book, as Spot takes his walk, adults can use the large print to their advantage to en-
gage children in discussions about different letters, such as the S that occurs every
time Spot’s name appears.

26 Letters and 99 Cents (1987) by Tana Hoban

This book contains the 26 letters of the alphabet, in uppercase and lowercase, along-
side pictures that start with each of the corresponding letter sounds. The letters are
large and bright, each taking up one quarter of the page. The size and the presenta-
tion of uppercase and lowercase letters side by side make it easy for children to fo-
cus on specific features of the letters. At the end of the alphabet, the reader can flip
the book upside down and count from 1 to 99 using pennies, nickels, dimes, and
quarters.

This chapter has described interactive strategies that adults can use to foster
children’s knowledge of the alphabet during storybook reading. Specific objectives fo-
cused on helping children to develop an interest in alphabet letters, recognize that let-
ters are a specific type of print unit, recognize the differences between letters, and
identify several letters in their own names as well as additional letters. Adults can
use shared storybook reading as an opportunity to build children’s knowledge in all of
these areas. Books particularly amenable to this type of learning are those featuring
print as salient aspects of the book—that is, which include large, bold print and rela-
tively few words per page. Some books provide multiple opportunities for talking
about different letters and fostering children’s interest in how the alphabet works.
In chapter 6, strategies and storybooks for supporting children’s narrative knowledge
are described. Narrative knowledge refers to children’s ability to produce and under-
stand extended discourse describing real or fictional events. Like alphabet knowledge,
the development of narrative skill can be readily supported in the interactive read-
ing context.
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C H A P T E R  6

Building Narrative Knowledge:
Extending Language to Share

Experiences and Ideas

NN
arrative knowledge describes a child’s spoken and written descriptions of
real or fictional events experienced in the past, the present, or the future.
In a classic text on narrative, Labov (1972) defines a narrative to mini-
mally contain two sequential independent clauses about the same past

event. “Hey mom, guess what I made in art today?” is one way a preschooler might
begin a narrative, followed by “We painted cats on the balloons.” Over time, young
children’s narratives move from simple, chained sequences of events or ideas, which
are not well organized or detailed, to more explicit and well-organized stories that fol-
low a clear temporal or causal ordering of events.

Narratives are essentially decontextualized monologues. They are decontextualized
in that rather than describing the here and now, their focus is often on people or
characters not immediately present or on events removed from the current context.
Narratives are considered monologues in the sense that they are largely uninter-
rupted streams of language, unlike conversations that are carried by two or more per-
sons. In a conversation, an individual has the contextual support of the give-and-take
of conversation. In a narrative, the individual is wholly responsible for the effective-
ness of the communication.

How Narrative Knowledge Develops
Narrative development is an important element of early and later language devel-
opment because narratives require children to utilize resources across all language
domains in their production, to include syntax, morphology, semantics, phonology,
and pragmatics. As children’s language and literacy skills develop, their narratives
become more sophisticated to contain more advanced syntax, greater coordination
and cohesion across elements, more precise vocabulary, and a greater awareness of
the informational needs of listeners. Although narrative skills begin to develop as early
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as age 2, children generally are not able to construct true narratives with a problem
and resolution (or high point) until around age 4 (Kaderavek & Sulzby, 2000;
Peterson, 1990). Two-year-olds, for instance, might try to describe an event for a lis-
tener without providing a clear introduction, middle, or end to the story. Children’s
early narratives may include only a minimal description of the participants, time,
and location relevant to the event and may contain only a series of events. For in-
stance, a 3-year-old’s narrative might look like this:

He in the water. Running. Splashing. Getting out. The end.

Adelaide, the 2-year-old daughter of one of the authors, has one standard fictional
narrative that she is able to produce when prompted, which goes like this:

Mother: Tell me a story.

Adelaide: Once upon a time.

Mother: Is there more?

Adelaide: There was a girl.

Mother: Anything else?

Adelaide: There was a person.

Mother: And?

Adelaide: The end.

As can be seen in this example—typical for a 2- or 3-year-old—children’s earliest
narratives may fail to provide the listener with all information necessary for under-
standing the event. In some cases, essential information may be omitted altogether.
It is important to note that narratives become clearer for the listener as children’s
ability to consider the listener’s perspective emerges (Peterson, 1990). Children’s
repertoire of linguistic devices, including adverbial time phrases (e.g., yesterday, this
morning), verb morphology (e.g., had opened, will go), and cohesive devices (e.g., and,
then, after that) also grow from ages 3 to 5 years, thus increasing the comprehensi-
bility and organization of their narratives.

Historically, persons interested in helping children develop their language skills
often focused on discrete aspects of language, such as grammar, vocabulary, or
phonology (e.g., see Hegde, 1985). Currently, most experts emphasize the impor-
tance of supporting language in children as an integrated whole and focusing on
those elements of language that are most linked to academic and social success
(Merritt, Culatta, & Trostle, 1998). The emphasis on narrative in this book as an im-
portant element of language to support in young children is based on this perspec-
tive. When comprehending and producing a narrative, whether it focuses on a real
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or imaginary event, the child must draw upon resources from all language do-
mains. Thus, narrative is a complex, multidimensional language activity, and by help-
ing the child to comprehend and produce narratives, the educator is building the
child’s language skills across multiple domains. Also, narrative skills are linked to
both social and academic success, and they are necessary for sustaining conversa-
tions with peers and for following the content in academic texts and instructional
lessons. Helping parents to support their children’s narrative knowledge in the home
environment is an important goal of early education, and below we provide some
helpful tips for parents.
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N a r r a t i v e  K n o w l e d g e  

T i p s  f o r  P a r e n t s

We all know that using the telephone is a wonderful way to keep in
touch with friends and relatives, but did you ever stop to consider how 
talking on the phone can be beneficial for children? When talking over
the telephone, we lose many of the cues that support face-to-face conversation 
(e.g., facial expressions, gestures) and must use conversation that is more
precise to carry our meaning. An interesting study suggests that talking on
the telephone can boost children’s narrative skills (Hutchison, 2001). Elementary
school-age children who were part of a six-week language intervention that used
telephone conversations included more utterances, words, and different words in
their narratives than children who did not participate in the telephone intervention.
Your child may also benefit from using the telephone. Here are some examples:

• Encourage your child to share news of his exciting soccer game or school field trip
with relatives on the phone so that he can hone narrative skills while also building
stronger emotional connections with loved ones.

• Allow your child to talk to friends on the phone and share stories. Children who
participated in the telephone intervention (Hutchinson) included more advanced
narrative characteristics in their stories, with more explicit descriptions, more
clauses and phrases used to identify objects and locations, and greater
elaboration of characters’ emotional states.



How Interactive Reading Supports
the Development of Narrative Knowledge

Narrative skills are an important area of mastery for children from toddlerhood to the
elementary years because they support the child’s language skills across multiple
domains. Additionally, the decontextualized language inherent in narratives supports
the child’s transition to the milieu of the classroom in which language is often re-
moved from the present to focus on events from the past and the future (Peterson,
Jesso, & McCabe, 1999). Narratives are also packed with what is known as literate
language, which describes a specific type of language that is highly precise and is
necessary when little context is available. To use literate language is to use language
to render meaning without relying on contextual information. To compare language
that requires contextual cues for its proper interpretation to literate language, consid-
er the following hypothetical situation in which a 4-year-old and 16-year-old describe
what happened last weekend:

4-year-old: And then we broke down. It was busted.

16-year-old: Our new car broke down on I-95 last weekend just past the 
outer loop of the beltway because the converter or something
blew up.

It is the language of the 16-year-old that helps listeners create a much more accu-
rate picture in their minds of what happened to the car last weekend. The difference
between the two narratives is primarily that of literate language, with the adoles-
cent using elaborated noun phrases (our new car), adverbial phrases (last weekend),
conjunctions (because), and highly precise vocabulary (beltway, converter), all of which
characterize literate language use (Curenton & Justice, 2004). Adults can foster chil-
dren’s narrative development and literate language use by exposing them to oral nar-
ratives as well as storybooks containing extended narratives that unfold over time or
through causal sequences.

Interactive Reading Activities 
for Building Narrative Knowledge

Here we present storybooks and interactional strategies designed to foster narrative
knowledge. Activities are aligned to the following objectives that characterize im-
portant early achievements in narrative knowledge:

1. To discuss the sequence of events in a story

2. To discuss what happens to characters in a story
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3. To discuss the location or setting of a story

4. To discuss reported speech used by characters in a story

5. To identify the high point of a story

Sequencing With Adverbs
Objective: To discuss the sequence of events in a story

Storybook: The Very Hungry Caterpillar (1994) by Eric Carle

Description: A tiny but hungry caterpillar travels during the week in search of
food before he builds a cocoon and emerges as a beautiful butterfly. For each piece of
food that the caterpillar eats through, he leaves a small hole that children can look
through.

Adults can use interactive reading to expose children explicitly to the way in
which story events unfold over time. In doing so, adverbs have an important place in
specifying when and how events transpire. This activity includes a discussion of the
sequence of events in a story, with a focus on adverbs. Adverbs allow elaboration on
how and in what ways events occur as we tell narratives. They are an important as-
pect of literate language, in that they modify verbs and provide specification on time
(e.g., next), manner (e.g., quickly), and degree (e.g., hardly).

In this activity, notice how the adult focuses upon the sequence of events in the
story by using several adverbs. These types of words prompt children to recall events
that have happened and predict what will happen next, both of which are important
language functions for preschoolers. Notice also how the adult incorporates discus-
sion of the days of the week in a natural way.

Interactive Reading Experience Using The Very Hungry
Caterpillar
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 3–6)

He started to look for some food. Adult: What do you think the caterpillar will
do next?

Child: He’s gonna eat an apple.

Adult: I think you’re right. I see an apple with
a hole through it on the next page.
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On Monday he ate through one apple. Adult: Do you know what day comes before
But he was still hungry. Monday?

Child: Sunday comes before Monday.

Adult: What day comes after Monday? Let’s
see if we can find out on the next
page...Tuesday.

On Tuesday he ate through two pears, Adult: Do you remember what the caterpillar
but he was still hungry. ate yesterday?

Child: Apples.

Adult: Yes, yesterday was Monday and he ate
an apple.

On Wednesday he ate through three Adult: How many pieces of fruit do you
plums, but he was still hungry. think the caterpillar will eat tomorrow?

Child: I don’t know.

Adult: First, he ate one piece, then he ate two
pieces, next he ate three pieces, so tomorrow
he might eat four pieces of fruit.

Although the child who listens to The Very Hungry Caterpillar has ample oppor-
tunity to implicitly experience these adverbial concepts, the adult in this interaction
shifts toward an explicit focus on these concepts to guide the child’s learning.
Language interventionists use the term focused stimulation to describe the adult’s in-
tentional use of repetitive input that helps children to induce the relationship be-
tween words, objects, and events (Girolametto et al., 1996). The adult provides
heightened levels of input that are contingent on the child’s object of attention. As
shown in the preceding extratextual conversation, the adult is using focused stimu-
lation to heighten the child’s awareness of and exposure to adverbial concepts that
help to sequence the story’s events.

Awareness of Characters
Objective: To discuss what happens to characters in a story

Storybook: Pete’s a Pizza (1998) by William Steig
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Description: Pete is in a bad mood because it is raining outside and he can’t go
out to play. His mom and dad pretend to turn Pete into a pizza to cheer him up until
the sun comes out. This book is a great choice for introducing children to characters
because each of the three characters is physically distinct from the others and each
contributes a different level of action to the story. Pete’s dad acts as the main entertain-
er by creating the game and executing most of the pretend pizza-making actions; Pete’s
mom watches the interaction and occasionally lends support to Pete’s father; and Pete,
who is being entertained, is the recipient of a host of pretend pizza-making actions.

In this activity, we focus on characters and what happens to them in a story. This
requires using action verbs (such as chasing and fleeing), mental verbs (such as ponder-
ing and imagining), and adverbs of time (such as first and next). Pete’s a Pizza is a use-
ful story for focusing on interactive discussions of characters and what happens to
them. This story has only three main characters, with most of the action centered
on a single main character, so children can easily distinguish between each of the par-
ticipants. Children also have the opportunity to imagine that Pete is a pizza as they see
Pete’s mother and father treat him as if he were one of the ingredients.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Pete’s a Pizza
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 7–10) 

Now the dough gets whirled and Adult: Look, Pete’s dad is tossing him in the
twirled up in the air. air. Why is he doing that?

Child: Because he’s a pizza.

Adult: Do you think Pete likes being tossed?

Child: Yep, he’s a pizza. He likes it.

Next, some oil is generously applied. Adult: Why does Pete’s dad use water instead 
(It’s really water.) of real oil? 

Child: They’re just pretending. He’s not really a
pizza.

Then comes some flour. Adult: How do you know they are pretending? 
(It’s really talcum powder.) Because they are using talcum powder. Talcum

powder is for skin, not pizza!

And then some tomatoes. Adult: Look at Pete’s mom. She’s helping
(They’re really checkers.) Pete’s dad cover Pete with checkers.

Why don’t they use real tomatoes?

Child: Because it’s all pretend. That’s so silly.
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In this interactive reading experience, the adult primarily uses open-ended
questions to entice the child to participate in the dialogue concerning the charac-
ters. Studies on the effects of interactive reading have shown that open-ended ques-
tions are an important ingredient for improving children’s participation in interactive
reading and in taking conversations to more abstract levels (e.g., Whitehurst et al.,
1994). The adult uses a series of open-ended questions to guide the child’s awareness
of and interest in the characters. Notice too that the adult in the preceding extratex-
tual conversation focuses upon the emotions that each of the characters in the book
might be feeling at different points in the story.

Location, Location, Location
Objective: To discuss the location or setting of a story

Storybook: Diary of a Worm (2003) by Doreen Cronin, illustrated by Harry Bliss

Description: A worm chronicles his day-to-day adventures in a diary. Through
the worm’s diary, children learn about both the mishaps and joys experienced by
school-age kids.

This activity focuses on the setting or settings in which a story occurs. Children of-
ten omit details regarding the setting in which events take place, even though an un-
derstanding of the setting is necessary for interpreting the meaning of events. Because
the story of Diary of a Worm occurs across multiple settings, the book is ideal for guid-
ing children to think about settings and to discuss them using literate language.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Diary of a Worm
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 7–10)

April 4: Fishing season started today. Adult: See the worms under the ground?
We all dug deeper. They must be trying to hide from the fisher-

men who like to use them for bait. That is why
it says, “We all dug deeper.”

April 10: It rained all night and the Adult: They come out after the rain because 
ground was soaked. We spent the they can move around without drying up 
entire day on the sidewalk. when the ground is wet.
Hopscotch is a very dangerous game.

April 15: I forgot my lunch today. I got Adult: Where does it look like these worms
so hungry that I ate my homework. are? They’re supposed to be at a school cafeteria.
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What are they using for tables? How about
plates?

My teacher made me write “I will Adult: Where does it look like this worm is
not eat my homework” ten times. sitting? Yes, it looks like he’s writing at his
When I was finished, I ate that too. desk at school.

Notice how the adult in the extratextual conversation incorporates a few sub-
tle questions and comments related to the setting. These comments and questions
draw attention to the setting and show children the value of talking about the set-
ting in which a story takes place. Hearing such questions and comments will likely
prompt children to include similar details in the stories that they share with others.

Look Who’s Talking
Objective: To discuss reported speech used by characters in a story

Storybook: The Giant Carrot (1998) by Jan Peck

Description: A family plants a carrot seed and helps care for it as they describe
what they would like to make with the carrot once it has grown. This book uses re-
ported speech on each page.

In this activity, we focus on reported speech, which describes what characters say in
a story. Children’s understanding of reported speech is closely tied to the developmen-
tal ability to recognize the mental states and verbal abilities of others (Greenhalgh &
Strong, 2001). As children develop this ability, it is important for adults to discuss
with children the thoughts that others have and the ways in which they use language
to convey thoughts. Text bubbles, like those used in comic strips, are perfect for intro-
ducing children to the idea that language conveys mental states and verbal abilities.

Interactive Reading Experience Using The Giant Carrot
Text Extratextual Conversation
(p. 3)

Up walked strong Brother Abel. Adult: Brother Abel, Mama Bess, and Papa
“Whatcha doin’, Mama Bess?” Joe are all talking to one another on this page.
“Plantin’ a carrot seed, so come I will use different voices for each of the
summer, I’ll have a wide bowl of characters so you can hear the difference.
carrot stew.” See these quotation marks around the words? 
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Brother Abel dipped a bucket into the [points to the quotation marks (“ “)] They
well. He carried water to where Mama tell us that someone in the book is talking.
Bess had planted the seed. He scooped Can you show me any more sets of quotation
the water in his strong hands and marks on this page?
sprinkled it over the soil.
“I’ve got my mouth set on a jar of 
strong carrot relish,” he said.
Mama Bess and Papa Joe shook 
their heads.
“No,” Papa Joe said, “I want a tall 
glass of carrot juice.”
“No,” Mama Bess said, “I want a 
wide bowl of carrot stew.”

The Giant Carrot is used here for introducing the concept of reported speech
because so many family members have different opinions about the same topic.
Quotation marks in the story provide a visual cue for children that one of the char-
acters is talking. Focusing on reported speech in storybook reading sessions is useful
for developing the child’s understanding that print can convey a character’s message
and also provides an important activity for building children’s understanding of
multiple perspectives. For instance, a child looking through The Giant Carrot might
point to Mama Bess and say, “Mama Bess says, ‘I want a wide bowl of carrot stew.’”
Here, we use the global term of reported speech to describe the child’s productions of
both direct quotations (“I want a wide bowl of carrot stew”) and dialogue carriers
(Mama Bess says...). Experts suggest that children’s understanding and production
of reported speech demonstrate their familiarity with the written language register
(Kaderavek & Sulzby, 2000). In contrast with the oral language register that we use in
everyday conversations, the written language register is specific to the language of
storybooks and the world of literacy. One key feature of this written language regis-
ter is reported speech, and children’s understanding and use of reported speech
shows their developing familiarity with literate language.

Where the Excitement Is
Objective: To identify the high point of a story

Storybook: Clifford’s Birthday Party (1988) by Norman Bridwell 

Description: Clifford enjoys receiving lots of nice birthday gifts, but he realizes
that the best gift of all is having his family and friends with him.
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This activity focuses on plot in order to identify the high point in the story.
Children with developing narrative abilities may fail to include a true high point in
their narratives. Highlighting the high point in a storybook is one way to help children
understand and begin to construct purposeful narratives.

Interactive Reading Experience Using Clifford’s Birthday
Party
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 27–30)

Then came the cake. Clifford was Adult: What do you think will happen with
surprised. He was even more the cake? What do you think Clifford will be
surprised... surprised by?

When his family popped out! Adult: Wow, it’s Clifford’s family. He is so sur-
prised and happy to see them.

He hadn’t seen his mother and Adult: Why is Clifford so happy to see his
father and sisters and brother for family? He hasn’t seen them in a long time.
a long time. It’s like when you get excited to see your grand-

mom after you haven’t seen her for a while. 

Clifford liked the presents his friends Adult: What was your favorite part of the
gave him, but having his family story? Why did you like that part? What
and friends with him was the best part of the story was the happiest for Clifford?
birthday present of all.

Experts have long tried to understand what makes a story a “good” story (e.g.,
McCabe & Peterson, 1984), as everyone seems to know a good story from a bad sto-
ry. Many experts contend that what makes a story a good story is the inclusion of a
suspension point, or a crisis that is subsequently resolved, also known as the “high
point” (Labov, 1972). A good story is one which builds up strategically to a high point
where the action suspends. At the high point, the narrative then moves to a resolution
(McCabe & Peterson, 1984). Readers who have listened to young children’s narratives
recognize that immature narratives often do not have a high point, or they may
achieve a high point that is not resolved. Adults can expose children to stories with a
strong high point to build their awareness of story structure. Clifford’s Birthday Party
is a storybook with a simple plot yet a clear high point; thus, children should be able
to identify and discuss the high point of the story with relative ease. Notice that the
adult in the transcript emphasizes the high point of the story by asking the children to
identify it and to describe how the main character feels during the high point of the
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story. When children are unable to identify the high point of a story, adults may ask
them what their favorite part was and why. This strategy still allows children to select
a section of the story that they found exciting and to elaborate on their feelings about
that section.

Additional Storybooks for Building 
Narrative Knowledge

Cloudy With a Chance of Meatballs (1978) by Judi Barrett, illustrated by Ron Barrett

A grandfather tells a bedtime story to his grandchildren and helps them imagine
what it would be like if food dropped like rain from the sky. This book is a good choice
for highlighting the sequence of events in a story. It contains several time phrases,
including the next day, another day, seconds later, after, and that night.

Corduroy (1968) by Don Freeman

Corduroy is a bear that has been waiting for a child to take him home from the store.
He even attempts to fix himself up, by searching for a new button, so that someone
will want to buy him. A young girl finally takes Corduroy home, giving Corduroy
the home and friend he has always wanted. Adults can use this book to introduce
children to the concept of plot. They can follow Corduroy’s adventure as he goes in
search of a new button and eventually finds a home and loving friend at the high
point of the story.

The Gingerbread Boy (1997) by Richard Egielski

A gingerbread boy jumps out of the kitchen window straight from the oven and be-
gins to run as several people in search of a snack chase after him. This book has
wonderfully detailed pictures of a city, from the musicians in the subway station to
the pedestrians walking below construction scaffolding, and is great for focusing on
setting.

Good Night, Gorilla (1994) by Peggy Rathmann

A gorilla follows a zookeeper through the zoo and quietly unlocks all of the animals’
cages. All of the animals end up in the zookeeper’s bedroom, and when his wife no-
tices, she leads all of the animals back to their cages. This book is useful for focusing
on characters and what happens to them in a story. Adults can talk about the mischie-
vous gorilla, the tired zookeeper, and his helpful wife, as well as how the actions of
each of the characters make the story funny.
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My Truck Is Stuck! (2002) by Kevin Lewis and Daniel Kirk

A truck-driving dog with a load of bones becomes stuck in a hole in the road. In a se-
ries of rhyming verses, dogs in various types of vehicles team up to free the stuck truck
so that the important delivery can be made. Adults can use this story to focus on a
story’s characters and what happens to them. This book is also appropriate for illus-
trating environmental print, as several objects on the pages are labeled (e.g., school
bus, telephone, license plates, moving truck).

A Penguin Pup for Pinkerton (2001) by Steven Kellogg

Pinkerton the dog dreams of adopting his own penguin and begins to treat a foot-
ball that he found one day as if it were a penguin egg. This book is great for focusing
on the sequence of events in a story, and it uses several adverbs and time phrases,
including today, almost, tomorrow, this afternoon, and yesterday.

The Runaway Bunny (1942) by Margaret Wise Brown, illustrated by Clement Hurd

A little bunny decides that he wants to run away from home and tries to think of
clever ways to escape. His mother responds by thinking of creative ways she would
catch him if he were to run away. This book contains reported speech, which should
be explicitly introduced to children so that they will incorporate it in their own per-
sonal narratives.

The Snowy Day (1962) by Ezra Jack Keats

This story conveys the excitement of a child’s first snowfall. This story is appropriate
for focusing on setting. We hear about the boy’s adventures and his feelings as he
moves from his bedroom to the street, to a hill of snow, back to his warm home, to
the bathtub, into bed, and back out into the deep snow the next day.

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt (1992) by Michael Rosen

Four children, along with their father and dog, go out in search of a bear. They must
endure tall grass; a deep, cold river; thick mud; and a big, dark forest before finally
finding a bear. Upon seeing the bear they are scared into retracing their steps back
to where they began. Adults can use this book to focus on the high point of a story.
Suspense builds as the children go in search of the bear, and the excitement reaches
its peak when they finally find one.

Zug the Bug (1995) by Colin and Jacqui Hawkins

Zug the bug and a dog named Pug go fishing but instead catch a big, fat slug. This
book has speech bubbles on each page that are great for introducing the concept of
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reported speech and how characters’ speech is represented visually. Each page also
features a different word that ends in -ug, so it is also perfect for focusing on rhymes.

This chapter has described interactive strategies for supporting children’s devel-
opment of narrative knowledge. In understanding and producing narratives, children
must integrate many language domains, such as morphology, syntax, semantics,
and pragmatics. Interactive strategies emphasized in this chapter target the child’s at-
tention to the sequence of events in a story, story characters, setting, reported speech
that characters use, and the high point of a story. By repeatedly modeling these nar-
rative conventions, adults can encourage children to include similarly detailed infor-
mation in their own personal and fictional narratives, so as to make their stories more
comprehensible and enjoyable for the listener. Chapter 7, on building world knowl-
edge, further supports children’s language acquisition during the early years of devel-
opment to help children learn and apply concepts with which they might not yet be
familiar.
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C H A P T E R  7

Building World Knowledge:
Learning About the World Near

and Far

AA
s children develop, their knowledge of the world around them grows. This
knowledge base includes children’s understanding of concepts such as
cultural diversity, money, character, nature, and life issues such as birth,
death, and divorce. Children’s development of language and literacy skills

is linked to their broader knowledge base concerning the world in which they live.
As children develop language and literacy, learning about the world around them
becomes an important goal. The more experiences children have, the easier it is for
them to assimilate new knowledge with what they already know. Books provide a key
vehicle for introducing children to new experiences.

How World Knowledge Develops
Children develop their knowledge of the world around them as they interact with
their environment directly and indirectly. The direct experiences children have in their
homes, schools, and communities certainly provide the greatest amount of input to
the world knowledge base. Much of this knowledge base is developed incidentally
without direct instruction. For instance, the child whose commute to the main road
takes her along a bumpy, gravel driveway with cows on either side incidentally de-
velops a world map in which driveways embody these characteristics. For this child to
develop an understanding of driveways that is more encompassing—in which drive-
ways can be cement, blacktop, dirt, or gravel—she must experience many different
driveways either through her own travels, through conversations with others, or
through various media, such as movies, television shows, and storybooks. Certainly,
driveways are just one tiny and relatively unimportant aspect of the child’s world;
however, this example does illustrate how children need experiences that reflect the
larger world in which they live.
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In considering how children develop their knowledge of the world, it is impor-
tant to recognize that much of what children learn about the world is achieved with-
in the context of their relationships with others. This perspective of world knowledge
development views children as developing within a larger system, to include their
family, their school, and their community, among other elements. Each system pro-
vides an important context for development (Pianta, 1999; Sameroff, 1989). As
shown in Figure 1, children develop some world knowledge on their own (Path A), but
much of this knowledge is achieved through their relationships with others (Path B).
While thinking about specific knowledge to share with children is important, it is
probably more important that educators focus on the quality of their relationships
with children through which children will develop their knowledge of the world. That
is, while educators should keep in mind the what—or the specific world knowledge
goals they want to impart to children, such as time, geography, or weather—they
must also think carefully about the how—or the quality of the relationships with
children through which they impart this knowledge.

High-quality relationships between adults and children are those characterized
by high levels of communication, warmth, and involvement, whereas low-quality
relationships are those with high levels of conflict, reliance, and annoyance (Pianta,
1999). The extent to which the systems in which children are developing are charac-
terized by high-quality relationships has important implications for children’s devel-
opmental outcomes, including world knowledge (Pianta, Nimetz, & Bennett, 1997).
Children learn more readily when this learning occurs in warm, nurturing, and secure
relationships with the adults in their lives. Helping parents to support their chil-
dren’s world knowledge in the home environment is an important goal of early edu-
cation. On the next page, we provide some tips for parents to guide your efforts.
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How Interactive Reading Supports the Development
of World Knowledge

Children’s worlds are relatively narrow, often involving their immediate home, com-
munity, and school. Storybooks provide an ideal context for introducing children to
the larger world in which they live. For children who are raised on farms, storybooks
can tell of urban and suburban culture (trains, buses, airports, museums, skyscrap-
ers). Through storybooks, children in urban settings also learn about unique ani-
mals that inhabit ice caps, deserts, and jungles. The world knowledge topics available
to children through interactive reading are amazingly numerous. Adults also guide
children to experience books that incorporate a variety of concepts. Without adult
guidance, children tend to select books that are familiar to them. More often than
not, children select modern or traditional fantasy books over realistic fiction or in-
formational books (Robinson, Larsen, Haupt, & Mohlman, 1997). It is important for
parents and educators to expose children to a variety of genres covering a diverse as-
sortment of topics.
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T i p s  f o r  P a r e n t s

Parents can help their children to build world knowledge by drawing
their attention to many aspects of the world around them. Take the
opportunity during new experiences or special events to discuss and
describe them. Also, introduce children to new vocabulary related to the
experience. Here are some examples:

• Before an upcoming family reunion, discuss family heritage and
customs. Share photos of relatives and explain how and when
ancestors arrived in the United States.

• While hiking in the woods, take time to stop and explore plants and insects.
Provide the specific names of different flora and fauna (e.g., oak, fern, daffodil,
caterpillar, mosquito) to develop children’s awareness of the many labels used to
describe the world in which they live.

• Before taking a trip on an airplane, read about airplanes and airports. Introduce
appropriate vocabulary like runway, tarmac, luggage, and propeller.



Through various genres, adults can use books to open children’s world to topics,
concepts, and places to which they might otherwise not have access. Types of books
useful for developing world knowledge include nonfiction books and poetry books.
Parents and educators often do not consider nonfiction books when reading with
younger children. However, nonfiction books provide a novel and effective way of
introducing a child to the vocabulary that describes the world around them. For in-
stance, the informational book, a form of nonfiction, is a genre that introduces or
explains facts about many aspects of world knowledge. In addition to vocabulary, in-
formational books can offer early access to the concepts, grammar, and structures
of informational texts that children will encounter later in school, thus preparing
them for a time when the focus shifts from learning to read to reading to learn
(Smolkin & Donovan, 2003).

Poetry books, like nonfiction texts, are an underutilized genre in selecting story-
books to read with younger children. Poetry is well suited to introducing children to
new vocabulary and new ways of thinking, particularly symbolic concepts like
metaphors, similes, and proverbs. Poetry also differs from traditional fiction books
and nonfiction books in its text structure, or the way in which text is organized to re-
lay meaning. Experience with different text structures not only can help children un-
derstand how print varies in different texts but also can expose children more
generally to the way in which various text structures share information about the
world around them.

Interactive Reading Activities 
for Building World Knowledge

Here we present activities designed to encourage children’s interest in topics and genres
that will expand their world knowledge. In each activity, we will use a different genre
to explore an aspect of world knowledge. Activities address the following objectives:

1. To demonstrate an understanding of the plant life cycle using an information-
al book in story format

2. To build vocabulary using an informational book and simple props

3. To describe the characteristics of unique animals using poetry

4. To build knowledge of signs using a book containing environmental print

5. To understand a variety of world cultures using a traditional storybook

Although many other aspects of world knowledge exist, these objectives are
developmentally appropriate and exciting for young readers and provide points of
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reference from which to expand and explore knowledge of the world. At the end of
this chapter, readers will find a list of additional books that illustrate concepts of
world knowledge and represent the various genres discussed here.

A Tree of Knowledge
Objective: To demonstrate an understanding of the plant life cycle using an in-
formational book in story format

Storybook: Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf (1991) by Lois Ehlert

Description: This informational book presents the life cycle of a tree in a story for-
mat from the point of view of a child. It introduces novel vocabulary related to tree
and plant parts and is enhanced by the brilliantly colored collages that incorporate
not only parts of real plants but also plastic, paper, wire, and ribbon. Although the
bold story text is geared toward younger children, the object labels throughout the
collage and the detailed information (nonfiction) about tree parts and tree planting
at the end of the book extend the appeal of the book to children of all ages.

Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf includes many object labels and salient print. It provides an
excellent opportunity to talk about the print as well as the story itself. While reading
this storybook, adults are encouraged to use the following three strategies:

1. Repeat and define new vocabulary

2. Point to print labels

3. Track print while reading

Interactive Reading Experience Using Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 7–12)

Adult: This book is about leaves and trees.
Remember when we went camping and
looked at different trees? This book will tell us
how trees grow.

When spring sun warmed the seeds, Adult: The seeds sprouted. That means
they sprouted and sent roots down they started to grow.
into the soil. Tiny leaves unfolded 
their stems.
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I think my tree would’ve been happy to Adult: A nursery worker is a person who
stay there forever. But one day nursery works in a tree nursery. A tree nursery is 
workers came to the woods to collect where trees are grown.
tree sprouts.

They transplanted the sprouts and Adult: There’s the word sprouts again! They 
tended them year after year. tended them year [points to year] after year

[points to year].

The combinations of art and objects in Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf make the illustrations
intriguing. In the preceding example of an interactive reading, the child is listening in-
tently while the adult leaves the text periodically to expose the child to key vocabulary
concepts, like nursery and sprout, and to link the text to the child’s own experiences with
camping. The adult asks the child few questions and does not prompt the child to par-
ticipate during this first exposure to these novel concepts. With future readings, the adult
can prompt children to remember how they learned about the topic of trees and growth.

If I Had a Hammer
Objective: To build vocabulary using an informational book and simple props

Storybook: Tools (1998) by Ann Morris, illustrated by Ken Heyman

Description: This book presents a variety of tools and their unique uses. Some of
these tools will be familiar to children, and others will offer opportunities to compare
and contrast familiar with unfamiliar.

While reading this storybook, adults are encouraged to use the following three
strategies:

1. Show props to illustrate new vocabulary

2. Use adjectives and descriptions to label objects, attributes, and actions shown
in the illustrations

3. Use open-ended questions to encourage dialogue

Interactive Reading Experience Using Tools
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 16–23)

[Adult previews the book and finds some
readily available props similar to the tools in
the book.]
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We even eat with tools Adult: Here are some tools that we eat with.
Can you find the spoon?

Adult: That little girl is eating with chopsticks.
See [points to picture], they’re sticks that you
use to eat.

People use tools to make things Adult: He’s pounding with a hammer. His
hammer is big. Mommy’s hammer is small.

And to fix things Adult: They are fixing the red net. Why do you
think they use the red net?

And to clean Adult: What is he going to do with the cart?

In the preceding extratextual conversation, the adult uses physical props to illus-
trate and contrast the vocabulary encountered in the text during the reading. The
child has the opportunity to link the text to real objects. During the initial reading, the
adult can emphasize the vocabulary and the different uses of the tools. For subse-
quent readings, discussion can be initiated regarding the different cultural elements
that exist in the photographs. These elements can be compared and contrasted with
the child’s immediate environment, further building world knowledge.

A Whale of a Tale
Objective: To describe the characteristics of unique animals using poetry

Storybook: Beast Feast (1994) by Douglas Florian

Description: This book is ideal for reading aloud. It presents an array of exotic an-
imals through a series of short and quirky poems. In addition to exposing children to
poetry, adults have the opportunity to teach about a variety of animals and their en-
vironments, habits, or characteristics.

While reading this storybook, adults are encouraged to use the following three
strategies:

1. Emphasize rhyming words

2. Use open-ended questions to encourage dialogue about the topic of the
poem

3. Repeat and define new vocabulary
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Interactive Reading Experience Using Beast Feast
Text Extratextual Conversation
(“The Whale,” p. 23) [Adult first reads the poem once through.]

Listen to the words that rhyme in this poem.
Street/feet, blubber/rubber, out/spout, 
shore/more/ignore.

Big as a street— Look at the picture of the whale. The poem
With fins, not feet— says, he has “fins, not feet.” Where do you
... think his fins are? Why do you think he has

fins instead of feet?

When I breathe out, He spews water out of a hole in the top of his
I spew a spout. head. The hole is called a spout. Spew means 

to spray. Look how the letters in the word
spew are sprayed on the page!

In addition to providing the child with exposure to a new genre, poetry can be
used to reinforce rhyme awareness and rhyme production. During the preceding ex-
tratextual conversation, the adult first reads the poem to the child and then, during
a second reading, prompts the child to think about and identify rhymes in the poem.
The adult also uses open-ended questions to discuss the whale and further involve
the child in the reading interaction.

Signs, Signs, Everywhere a Sign
Objective: To build knowledge of signs using a book containing environmental print

Storybook: I Read Signs (1983) by Tana Hoban

Description: Children often recognize symbols and signs around them long before
they can read. This book of photographed street signs provides an excellent oppor-
tunity to introduce the environmental print that is often one of the first reading ac-
complishments for children.

While reading this storybook, adults are encouraged to use the following three
strategies:

1. Emphasize beginning sounds

2. Use open-ended questions to encourage dialogue

3. Explicitly reference print features, such as letters, repeated words, and text di-
rectionality
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Interactive Reading Experience Using I Read Signs
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 13–17)

STOP Adult: S-T makes the /st/ sound. What do you
think this sign says?

NO LEFT TURN Adult: “No left turn.” Which way do you think is
left?

KEEP RIGHT Adult: “Keep right.” Why do you think the arrow is
pointing that way?

EXIT Adult: E-X-I-T. Can you find an X on the next
page?

NO STANDING—EXPRESS Adult: “No standing.” N-O spells no. Let’s look at all
of the pages to see if we can find some other signs
that say “No.”

During the preceding extratextual conversation, the adult uses many of the
techniques discussed in previous chapters. Explicit references are made to beginning
sounds and print features. The adult also exposes the child to environmental print in
an interactive manner that may enhance the child’s ability to recognize the print lat-
er in decontextualized situations (Vukelich, 1994).

An Alphabetic Tour
Objective: To understand a variety of world cultures using a traditional storybook

Storybook: Away From Home by Anita Lobel (1994)

Description: With an alphabetic tour of the world from Amsterdam to Zaandam, the
illustrations of each locale include hints as to the costumes and customs of its residents.
Adults can help children to explore the illustrations to discover the world far away.

While reading this storybook, adults are encouraged to use the following three
strategies:

1. Comment on the beginning sounds of the words beginning with each letter

2. Reference print (point out features and functions of the print)

3. Ask open-ended questions about the people and places in the story
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Interactive Reading Experience Using Away From Home
Text Extratextual Conversation
(pp. 1–10)

Edward escaped in Edinburgh. Adult: Edward left Edinburgh. Edinburgh is in
Scotland. Why did Edward leave?

Frederick fiddled in Florence. Adult: Look at all of those words that begin
with F. Can you think of some other words
that begin with F?

Garret gazed in Giza. Adult: What do you think Garret saw when
he gazed in Giza?

During the preceding extratextual conversation, the adult is reinforcing alpha-
bet knowledge and beginning sounds. Alphabet books such as Away From Home pro-
vide a wonderful opportunity to reference specific letters, and print in general. The
global content of this book also provides an opportunity to extend world knowledge
through conversation about each of the people and places mentioned.

Additional Storybooks for Building World Knowledge
In recommending additional storybooks for building world knowledge, we have in-
cluded a variety of genres. We have organized by area of world knowledge the book
best supports from the following categories:

• Animals and Nature 

• Character and Values

• Life Issues

• Money, Time, and Numbers

• People, Places, and Cultures

Animals and Nature
Growing Vegetable Soup (1987) by Lois Ehlert

This book features illustrations in bold colors and a story written in large, salient print.
In addition to the story text, print is used to label illustrations on each page. The sto-
ry moves step-by-step through planting, growing, harvesting, preparing, and eating
the vegetables grown in a garden and includes instructions on how to make your own
vegetable soup.
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Mama Zooms (1993) by Jane Cowen-Fletcher

This story captures the imagination of a little boy whose mother is in a wheelchair. He
views the wheelchair not as an obstacle, but as a zooming machine. Riding with Mama
on the zooming machine, he is a jockey, a sea captain, a train engineer, and more.

The Rain Came Down (2000) by David Shannon

Using this delightfully illustrated story, adults can introduce children to the changes
of weather as well as the changes of mood that occur in the story.

Where Do Bears Sleep? (1970) by Barbara Shook Hazen, illustrated by Ian E.
Staunton

This book presents the sleeping habitats of a variety of animals through rhyming text.
While some of the animals may be familiar, others will be new to children.

Character and Values

Fish Is Fish (1970) by Leo Lionni

This story of a tadpole and a fish illustrates how friends may change, but the friend-
ship can remain. After the tadpole grows into a frog and spends some time on land,
he returns to the water to share his adventures with his friend the fish. The book
teaches a lesson about being happy with who you are.

The Missing Piece (1976) by Shel Silverstein

Using simple line drawings, Shel Silverstein tells a story that provides an opportuni-
ty to discuss self-esteem.

Swimmy (1973) by Leo Lionni

A small black fish in the great, big sea uses creative thinking and problem-solving
skills to help his friends move freely among their foes. The story wonderfully illus-
trates how being different can be a positive thing and how problems can be solved by
working together.

Life Issues

Charlie Anderson (1990) by Barbara Abercrombie, illustrated by Mark Graham

The adorable cat, Charlie Anderson, has two homes just like Elizabeth and Sarah.
The surprise behind Charlie’s two homes presents a wonderful opportunity to discuss
separation or divorce with young children.
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The Kissing Hand (1993) by Audrey Penn, illustrated by Ruth E. Harper and Nancy
M. Leak

As Mrs. Raccoon explains in the story, “Sometimes we all have to do things we don’t
want to do, even if they seem strange and scary at first” (p. 3). Mrs. Raccoon goes on
to share with her son a secret kiss that he can take with him to use whenever he needs
reassurance or a reminder of her love. This wonderful story can be applied to many
situations in which children will have to confront something difficult or scary.

Money, Time, and Numbers
Count! (1992) by Denise Fleming

Count to 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50. This colorfully illustrated book introduces some in-
teresting animals while teaching or reinforcing counting skills. Tick marks are in-
cluded to count with pictures.

10 Minutes Till Bedtime (1998) by Peggy Rathmann

The countdown to bedtime has come, and the hamster parade begins. This book has
very little story text but many salient print elements and intricate illustrations that
provide for much discussion. Set a timer for 10 minutes and reinforce the concept of
time while reading.

12 Ways to Get to 11 (1993) by Eve Merriam, illustrated by Bernie Karlin

This counting book is not only useful to focus on the concept of counting; it can also
be used to support the concepts of likeness, similarity, and sorting. The book provides
a number of ways to count to 11, each using a creative combination of related items.

People, Places, and Cultures
Bringing the Rain to Kapiti Plain (1981) by Verna Aardema, illustrated by Beatriz
Vidal

The cumulative refrain in this book (“the cloud, all heavy with rain, that shadowed the
ground of Kapiti Plain”) offers a wonderful opportunity for child participation in the
storybook reading. This African folk tale was originally discovered in Kenya more than
70 years ago. Aardema has written her version of the tale using rhyme and rhythm
similar to the more traditional “The House That Jack Built.”

Mapping Penny’s World (2000) by Loreen Leedy

As a school project, Lisa maps the world inhabited by her Boston terrier, Penny. The
story includes narrative descriptions of environments encountered by Penny, fol-
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lowed by Lisa’s map of the environment. The maps provide lots of salient print, sym-
bols, and associated labels.

My Big Book of Everything (1996) by Roger Priddy

This book of colorful photographs provides pictures and labels for over 600 items. The
photos are grouped by theme and provide wonderful opportunities to discuss and
illustrate new vocabulary for everything from clothes to household items, occupa-
tions to animals, and much more.

This chapter has described interactive strategies for supporting children’s devel-
oping world knowledge by introducing activities that explore the plant life cycle, build
vocabulary of tools, describe characteristics of animals, build knowledge of signs, and
describe a variety of world cultures. The activities in this chapter have encouraged
adults to consider multiple book genres, including poetry, nonfiction informational
books, and to augment storybook readings with simple props.
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C O N C L U S I O N

AA
ccelerating children’s language and literacy development through interac-
tive storybook reading can be both fun and effective. This book has pre-
sented a variety of developmentally appropriate and evidence-based
activities designed to foster children’s development in print knowledge,

word knowledge, phonological knowledge, alphabet knowledge, narrative knowl-
edge, and world knowledge. Collectively, these aspects of early language and literacy
development help children develop a strong foundation that will prepare them to
be successful readers during the early and later years of formal schooling. As several
of the storybooks in our activities would be useful to foster multiple areas of language
and literacy development, this book also includes an appendix that adults can con-
sult in order to get double-duty out of the storybooks that we suggest. Educators
and other professionals who have a stake in fostering children’s early language and
literacy can use these activities to scaffold with storybooks so that children will con-
tinue to build the important readiness skills that will equip them to meet the academ-
ic challenges that await them in the early elementary years.
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A P P E N D I X

Cross-Referencing List 
of All Storybooks

TT
his appendix contains the names of storybooks referenced in each chap-
ter. The � icon has been used to denote those concepts that are best il-
lustrated or supported by the corresponding book. Although many of the
concepts introduced throughout the chapters of this book can be support-

ed using any storybook, we have chosen to designate books that have the most salient
features for supporting each concept. For instance, any book can be used to rein-
force the concept of text directionality, but books with limited amounts of larger print
are particularly well suited to focusing on this concept.
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